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S U M M A R Y

Synthetic sapphire (α-Al2O3) is a hard, transparent and mostly inert material.
Because of its unique physical and chemical properties it is employed in many
fields of technology. It is quite common, for example, to find sapphire in
modern smartphones and watches.

Crystalline sapphire can be processed using several techniques. Typical
processing methods are: mechanical sawing/dicing, dry etching, wet etching
and laser processing. In contrast with the other methods, material processing
through lasers is fast, precise and flexible in terms of different materials and
geometries.

In this thesis, a two-step processing sequence to fabricate microstructures
in/on sapphire substrates is presented and discussed. This two-step technique
consists of ultra-short (typically picosecond or femtosecond) pulsed laser irra-
diation and subsequent chemical etching of sapphire. The radiation of focused
ultra-short laser pulses can trigger non-linear effects in the material resulting
in the material modification of sapphire. In particular, in the affected focal
region of the laser beam, the molecular structure can be transformed from
crystalline to amorphous. While crystalline sapphire is very inert and resistant
to most chemical etchants, amorphous Al2O3 is reactive and can be selectively
etched, permitting to create empty structures in sapphire which may be used
for example as microfluidic channels. The method is still not fully exploited in
industry due to several unresolved scientific and practical issues. The main
objective of this thesis is to address some of these issues in order to achieve
an optimized processing technique. To that end, first the physical phenomena
governing laser-material interaction of subsurface laser processing of sapphire
are studied and analysed. This is needed because, due to the complexity of
these phenomena, the effect of processing conditions on the final structures
is not yet fully understood. Therefore, a model is presented, which is used
to simulate the interaction between the laser light and the sapphire during
and directly after the ultrashort laser-pulse duration. The laser absorption
phenomena considered in the model are: free electron absorption, multipho-
ton absorption, tunneling ionization, avalanche ionization, recombination of
carriers, diffusion of carriers and heat diffusion. A main discovery from the
simulations is that avalanche ionization plays a major role in the modifica-
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tion of the material. In fact, until the avalanche ionization is triggered inside
sapphire, the other absorption mechanisms induce only a slight increase in
the temperature of the lattice of sapphire. Moreover, a "shielding" effect was
identified. That is, locations at which the laser energy is absorbed are also the
locations at which free electrons are generated. In turn these free electrons
absorb more laser energy, which "shield" lower regions of the material from
the laser beam.

To understand the effect of laser-processing conditions and, in order to
establish optimized laser parameters (such as: laser pulse energy, laser pulse
repetition rate, laser pulse duration and focal depth below the surface) to
obtain uniform amorphous structures in sapphire, experimental analysis was
performed using a picosecond laser source, as well as a femtosecond laser
source. Several structures are presented and discussed produced in the bulk
and on the surface of sapphire. It was determined that femtosecond pulses
(230 f s) are best suited for the hybrid method of processing. Moreover, it
was found that, there is a specific processing window at which the structures
obtained show less cracks as well as uniform amorphized sapphire regions.
The laser intensity must be high enough (> 1013 to 1014 W/cm2) to amorphize
the material but, if an excessive intensity is used, the material cracks. To obtain
an uniform and undivided amorphous volume, the laser pulse repetition rate
must be at least 100 kHz, but, if a repetition rate higher than 1 MHz is used,
the material breaks.

Finally, the effect of two different selective etchants on the final morphology
of the empty/hollow structures obtained after the etching phase is studied.
Hydrofluoric acid (50% stagnant solution at room temperature) is the most
used etchant in this thesis. The hollow/empty structures obtained after etch-
ing in this etchant are identical to the shape of the amorphized regions before
etching (that is, the crystalline material is not noticeably etched). The use of a
mixture of sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid (H2SO4 + H3PO4) at 180 ◦C to
etch the structures obtained with this technique, results not only in the fast
etching of the amorphized material, but also in anisotropic etching of crys-
talline sapphire. A series of different structures were fabricated on the surface
and in the bulk of sapphire to demonstrate the potential of the anisotropic
etching of sapphire. The structures were analysed before etching and after
several etching periods. The anisotropic etching of the crystalline sapphire
of the modifications revealed structures showing well-defined geometrical
shapes (trapezohedrons and tetrahedrons) and an etching-induced periodic
pattern.
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S A M E N VA T T I N G

Synthetisch saffier (α-Al2O3) is een hard, transparant materiaal dat in hoge
mate inert is. Vanwege deze unieke fysische en chemische eigenschappen
wordt het in veel technologiegebieden toegepast. Saffier wordt bijvoorbeeld
veel toegepast in moderne smartphones en horloges.

Kristallijn saffier kan met verschillende technieken worden bewerkt. Typis-
che bewerkingsmethoden zijn: mechanisch zagen, droog etsen, nat etsen en
laserbewerken. In tegenstelling tot de andere methoden is materiaal bewerk-
ing met lasers snel, nauwkeurig en flexibel in termen van materiaalkeuze als
ook qua bewerkingsgeometrieën.

In dit proefschrift wordt een tweestaps laser-bewerkingstechniek om mi-
crostructuren in en op saffiersubstraten te fabriceren geïntroduceerd en on-
derzocht. Deze tweestaps-techniek bestaat uit het blootstellen van saffier aan
ultrakort laser pulsen (met een pulsduur in het bereik van femtoseconden
tot picoseconden) en daaropvolgend chemisch etsen van saffier. De straling
van de gefocuste ultrakorte laserpulsen kan niet-lineaire effecten in het ma-
teriaal teweegbrengen, wat resulteert in modificatie van saffier. Indien de
intensiteit van de laserbundel hoog genoeg is, kan de moleculaire structuur
van saffier worden getransformeerd van kristallijn naar amorf. Terwijl kristal-
lijn saffier zeer inert is en bestand is tegen de meeste chemische etsmiddelen,
is amorf Al2O3 reactief en kan het selectief worden geëtst, waardoor "open
structuren" in saffier kunnen worden gecreëerd. De methode wordt nog steeds
niet volledig uitgebuit in de industrie vanwege een aantal nog onopgeloste
wetenschappelijke en praktische problemen. Het belangrijkste doel van dit
proefschrift is om een aantal van deze problemen aan te pakken om zo tot
een geoptimaliseerde bewerkingstechniek te komen. Daartoe worden eerst de
fysische verschijnselen, die de interactie tussen het laserlicht en het materiaal
onder de oppervlakte van het saffier bepalen, bestudeerd en geanalyseerd. Dit
is nodig omdat, vanwege de complexiteit van deze verschijnselen, het effect
van bewerkingsparameters op de uiteindelijke structuren nog niet volledig
wordt begrepen. Daarom wordt in dit proefschrift een model gepresenteerd
dat wordt gebruikt om de interactie tussen het laserlicht en het saffier tijdens
en direct na de ultrakorte laserpuls te simuleren. De laserabsorptieverschi-
jnselen die in het model worden beschouwd zijn: vrije elektronenabsorptie,
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multifotonabsorptie, tunnelingsionisatie, lawine-ionisatie, recombinatie van
ladings-dragers, diffusie van ladings-dragers en klassieke warmtediffusie. Een
belangrijke bevinding uit de simulaties is dat lawine-ionisatie een cruciale
rol speelt bij de modificatie van het materiaal. Dat wil zeggen, totdat lawine-
ionisatie zich in saffier manifesteert, veroorzaken de andere absorptiemecha-
nismen slechts een lichte stijging van de temperatuur van het kristalrooster
van saffier. Bovendien werd een "afschermend" effect gevonden, d.w.z. locaties
waar de laserenergie wordt geabsorbeerd, zijn ook de locaties waar vrije elek-
tronen worden gegenereerd. Deze vrije elektronen absorberen op hun beurt
meer laserenergie, die de lagergelegen delen van het materiaal "afschermen"
van de laserstraal.

Pico- en femtoseconde laserbronnen zijn gebruikt om experimenteel opti-
male laserparameters (zoals puls-energie, pulsfrequentie en pulsduur) vast
te stellen voor het maken van uniforme amorfe structuren in saffier. Verschil-
lende structuren die werden gevonden in de bulk en op het oppervlak van
saffier worden gepresenteerd en besproken. Het blijkt dat femtoseconde laser
pulsen (230 f s) het meest geschikt zijn voor de tweestaps bewerkingsmethode.
Bovendien blijkt dat er een specifieke set van bewerkingsparameters is waarbij
de verkregen structuren relatief weinig scheuren vertonen, evenals uniforme
geamorfiseerde saffiergebieden. De laserintensiteit moet hoog genoeg zijn (>
1013 tot 1014 W/cm2) om het materiaal te amorfiseren, maar bij toepassing
van een te hoge intensiteit verschijnen er scheuren in het materiaal. Om een
uniform amorf volume te verkrijgen, moet de pulsfrequentie van de laser ten
minste 100 kHz zijn, maar als een pulsfrequentie hoger dan 1 MHz wordt
toegepast scheurt het materiaal.

Ten slotte wordt het effect van twee verschillende selectieve etsmiddelen
op de uiteindelijke morfologie van de holle structuren, die na de ets fase
worden verkregen gepresenteerd en onderzocht. Fluorwaterstofzuur (50%
stagnerende oplossing bij kamertemperatuur) is het meest toegepaste etsmid-
del in dit proefschrift. De holle/lege structuren verkregen na het etsen in dit
etsmiddel zijn identiek aan de vorm van de laser-geamorfiseerde gebieden
vóór het etsen (dat wil zeggen, het kristallijne materiaal wordt niet, tot ver-
waarloosbaar geëtst). Het gebruik van een etsmengsel van zwavelzuur en
fosforzuur (H2SO4 + H3PO4) bij 180 ◦C, resulteert niet alleen in het snel et-
sen van het geamorfiseerde materiaal, maar ook in het anisotroop etsen van
het naburige kristallijne saffier. Een reeks verschillende structuren werden
zowel op het oppervlak als in saffier vervaardigd om het potentieel van het
anisotrope etsen van saffier aan te tonen. Na het anisotrope etsen van het
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kristallijne saffier van de modificaties werden structuren goed gedefinieerde
geometrische vormen gevonden als ook een "ets-geïnduceerd periodiek pa-
troon".
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N O M E N C L A T U R E

Roman symbols

Symbol Description Unit

B Magnetic flux density T

Ce Specific heat capacity electron subsystem kJ/kg

Cl Specific heat capacity lattice kJ/kg

D Electric displacement field C/m2

E Electric field strength V/m

Ee Energy electron subsystem eV

Eg Bandgap energy eV

Ep Pulse energy J

H Magnetic field strength A/m

HV Hardness Vickers kN/mm2

I Optical intensity W/m2

J Current A

L Loss terms W/m3

P Power W

Q Thermal source W/m3

S Source term W/m3

Te Temperature of electron subsystem (gas) K or eV

Tl Temperature of lattice K

Wsource Electron ionization rate 1/(m3s)

Wloss Electron reduction rate 1/(m3s)

c0 Speed of light in vacuum (299792458) m/s

e Electron charge (1.60217662 · 10−19) C

h Planck constant (6.6260700 · 10−34) Js
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h̄ Reduced Planck constant (1.054571800 · 10−34) Js/rad

k Wavenumber m−1

k0 Reference wave number m−1

kb Boltzmann constant (1.38064852 · 10−23) W/mK

ke Electron thermal conductivity m2K/s2k

kl Thermal conductivity W/mK

me Electron mass (9.10938356 · 10−31) kg

m∗e Effective electron mass kg

m∗h Effective hole mass kg

n Refractive index −
ncr Critical electron density m−3

ne Free electron density m−3

nph Number of photons −
nvb Valence band electron density m−3

t Time s

tp Pulse duration s

w0 Beam radius in focus m

Greek symbols

Symbol Description Unit

Γ Electron phonon coupling coefficient J/(kgKs)

γ Keldish parameter −
δ Impact ionization coefficient −
εo Vacuum permittivity (8.854187817 · 10−12) F/m

η Electrical impedance Ω

λ Wavelength m

µe Electron mobility m2/Vs

µh Hole mobility m2/Vs

νe Electron collision frequency 1/s

ρ Density g/cm3
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σ Electrical conductivity S/m

σab Absorption cross-section m

σc Ultimate compressive strength N/m2

σn N-photon absorption coefficient m2

σt Ultimate tensile strength N/m2

τc Mean electron-electron collision time s

τe Mean electron-hole recombination time s

τr Characteristic electron lattice relaxation time s

χ Electic susceptability −
ω Frequency of light rad/s

ωp Electron plasma frequency rad/s
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1.1 L A S E R M O D I F I C AT I O N O F B U L K T R A N S PA R E N T M AT E R I A L S

Thanks to their unique properties, laser sources are employed in many fields
including sensors and measurement equipment, surgery, telecommunications
and material processing. In contrast with many traditional processing methods,
laser-material processing is fast, precise and flexible in terms of different
materials and geometries [1]. Therefore, laser-material processing is, not only
replacing multiple conventional manufacturing methods, but it also creates
new possibilities in terms of processing techniques and/or new products [1].

Subsurface ultrashort pulsed laser 3D processing of transparent materials
is one of the flourishing applications of laser micromachining. Its growing
popularity is due to the fact that the technique allows the fabrication of unique
textures and structures unachievable with other methods like mechanical pro-
cessing, dry and wet etching or laser surface machining [2–5]. Laser processing
of transparent materials allows for example to produce channels and reser-
voirs directly inside the material, to be used for microfluidic applications [6–8].
Although laser ablation/vaporization can be employed to remove material
and produce structures on the surface of transparent materials [9; 10], direct
3D structuring requires nonlinear absorption of the laser light directly inside
the bulk.

The use of laser energy to produce subsurface modifications derives from
the possibility to modify the transparent material directly in the bulk, leaving
the surface unaffected [4]. To do so, the laser energy is to be absorbed in a
confined volume below the surface. This implies that the material has to be
sufficiently transparent for the wavelength of the laser beam to reach the
bulk of the material. Transparent dielectrics have a wide optical band gap
[4; 5] implying a high transparency in the visible or near infrared part of the
spectrum of light at low intensity. Of course, this requirement is in direct
competition with the necessity of absorption of laser energy in the volume that
is to be modified. At laser intensities in excess of 1014 W/cm2 , most dielectrics
are ionized [11–14]. To achieve such high intensities, tightly focused ultrashort
laser pulses, with pulse durations in the femto- to picosecond regime [15] can

1
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be employed. The laser energy absorbed in the material eventually causes a
modification (Figure 1.1 (a)) resulting in a change of optical and structural
properties only in the focal region, leaving the surface of the specimen and
the surroundings of the modified area unaffected. By overlapping single laser-
pulse induced modifications, it is possible to produce a large variety of 3D
shapes inside the bulk [12; 16–23].

Figure 1.1: 3D schematic showing the subtractive processing method based on laser
modification and selective etching. (a) The transparent material is irradi-
ated with ultra-short laser pulses and a modified volume is formed. (b)
The sample is submerged in a selective etchant for the removal of the
laser-modified material.

A limiting factor in this process is that, since the solid modified material
is embedded inside the bulk of the transparent material, it is not possible to
directly produce empty/hollow structures. However, by combining ultrashort
pulsed laser irradiation (Figure 1.1 (a)) with a subsequent selective etching step
(Figure 1.1 (b)), it is feasible to process transparent materials in a subtractive
manufacturing method .

Such a “hybrid” technique of laser-induced material modification, and
subsequent chemical selective etching of the modified material, allows the
creation of surface and bulk 3D microstructures to be used in a wide range of
applications. Although very appealing, this method is still at an early stage of
its development and several scientific challenges need to be overcome for the
technique to be fully exploited. Many issues characteristic of the process, in
fact, are still unresolved.

This is especially the case for sapphire.
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1.2 N AT U R A L A N D S Y N T H E T I C S A P P H I R E : C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S A N D

U S E S

Natural sapphire is one of the mineral forms of corundum, which is a form
of aluminium oxide (α-Al2O3). Inclusions of elements such as iron, titanium,
chromium, copper or magnesium can give the mineral corundum a wide
range of colours. Red corundum is typically referred to as ruby [24].

Sapphire can be produced artificially for industrial purposes. Synthetic
sapphire is also referred to as sapphire glass. The production of synthetic
sapphire at industrial scale started in the early twentieth century thanks
to the discoveries of French chemist Auguste Verneuil who published the
homonymous synthesis process [25] in 1904. This technique was for many
years the only industrial production method of synthetic corundum. Starting
from the 1960s new methods of production were invented with the objective
of increasing the purity of ruby and sapphire. In this framework new synthesis
methods such as the Czochralski crystal growth, the edge-defined film-fed
growth (EFG) by LaBelle, the heat exchanger method (HEM) by Shmid and
Viechnicki replaced Verneuil’s process [26]. To date, these techniques are still
the main methods for producing synthetic sapphire.

Synthetic sapphire is chemically inert, it has a high melting point, low
friction coefficient, and it is a good thermal and electrical insulator, see table
1.1 . Moreover, the material is not only highly transparent to wavelengths in
the electromagnetic spectrum between 150 nm (UV) and 5500 nm (IR) [27] (the
human eye can discern wavelengths from about 380 nm to 750 nm [28]), but
due to its hardness (9 in the Mohs scale), also highly scratch-resistant.

Table 1.1 shows an overview of the main physical and chemical properties
of sapphire [29]. This unique combination of physical, chemical properties
allows single crystal sapphire to withstand high temperatures, high pressure,
thermal shock, water or sand erosion and chemical etching. In addition, its
radiation resistance makes it an excellent material for use in optical windows
for space applications [29; 30].

Sapphire substrates are produced by slicing pure boules grown, following a
specific crystal orientation (normally along the optical c-axis for minimum bire-
fringence). The substrates are then polished to the desired surface roughness
[31]. Sapphire is an anisotropic hexagonal crystal; implying that its properties
depend on crystallographic direction relative to the optical c-axis (see figure
1.4 and table 1.1). Figures 1.2 and 1.3, and Table 1.1 show some physical and
optical properties of sapphire.
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Figure 1.2: Dependence of transmission T (%) on wavelength [29].

Figure 1.3: Variation of the refractive index n of sapphire with wavelength [29].
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Table 1.1: Chemical and physical properties of synthetic sapphire [29].

Chemical formula Al2O3

Crystal class Trigonal

Molecular weight 101.94

Density (at 298 K), g/cm3 3.98

Dielectric constant for 103-109 Hz (at 298 K)

Parallel to C-axis 11.5

Perpendicular to C-axis 9.3

Dielectric strength, V/m 48 · 106

Resistivity (at 298 K), Ω · cm

Parallel to C-axis 5.0 · 1018

Perpendicular to C-axis 1.3− 2.9 · 1019

Melting temperature, K 2300

Thermal conductivity (300 K), W/(m · K)
Parallel to C-axis 35.1

Perpendicular to C-axis 33.0

Thermal expansion (at 298 K), K−1

Parallel to C-axis 5.6 x 10−6

Perpendicular to C-axis 5.0 x 10−6

Specific heat (at 298 K), cal/(g · K) 0.18

Bandgap, eV 9.9

Mohs hardness 9

Knoop hardness, kg/mm2 1370

Young’s modulus, GPa 335

Shear modulus, GPa 148

Bulk modulus, GPa at 273 K 240

Apparent elastic limit, MPa 275

Poisson’s ratio 0.25
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Figure 1.4: The main crystal planes of sapphire [32].

Depending on the orientation of the crystal, sapphire is used in several
industrial fields. For example C-plane sapphire substrates are used to grow
compounds such as gallium nitride for LED and laser diodes; A-plane oriented
substrates assure uniform dielectric constant and high insulation for hybrid
microelectronic applications; R-plane are used for deposition of silicon for
microelectronic integrated circuits applications [33; 34]. As the number of its
uses increases, sapphire is more affordable and more readily available.

1.3 P R O B L E M D E F I N I T I O N A N D R E S E A R C H O B J E C T I V E S

1.3.1 Problem definition

Due to its mechanical and chemical properties, which were discussed in the
previous section, machining of sapphire is challenging. Although bulk and
surface machining of sapphire by mechanical techniques [35], dry etching
[36–38] and wet etching techniques [39–42] have been demonstrated, the latter
techniques are only suitable for 2D or 2.5 D processing. This is due to the fact
that these techniques require that material removal must start and proceed
from an open surface of the substrate.
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When ultra-short laser pulses, with a pulse duration in the range of femtosec-
onds to picoseconds, are tightly focused inside the bulk of sapphire, the crys-
talline state of the material can be changed to amorphous [12]. That is, if the
laser intensity is over 1014 W/cm2 the laser energy causes a "microexplosion",
which, in turn, results in an amorphous or partially amorphous voxel, in and
near the focal spot of the laser beam, surrounded by crystalline material [43].
Amorphous Al2O3 can be selectively etched using specific etchants. The most
employed etchant, for this purpose, is hydrofluoric acid (HF) [8; 12; 20; 23; 43–
45]. The ratio of the etch rate of HF with respect to crystalline and amorphous
Al2O3 is 1:105 [12]. Hence, HF is a highly selective etchant for the amorphous
material.

Laser processing and subsequent selective etching of sapphire has been
investigated since the early 2000s [12]. This method allows the fabrication
of subsurface structures embedded in the bulk of sapphire. However, when
compared to other transparent materials such as fused silica, the technique for
sapphire is still not widespread. That is, still several scientific and technical
challenges are impeding industrial exploitation of the technique for sapphire.
These challenges include, but are not limited to: the formation of undesired
laser-induced cracks around the amorphous material, the irregular and inho-
mogeneous distribution of amorphous material in the laser focal interaction
zone and, last but not least, the chemical wet etching of the channels which
can be hard to control.

1.3.2 Research objectives

To address the challenges described in the previous section, the phenomena
and parameters governing laser-material interaction of subsurface processing
of sapphire, as well as the effect of etchants on both crystalline and amorphized
material need to be understood. In this regard, this thesis addresses three
research objectives.

The non-linear phenomena governing the absorption of laser energy in the
material, at high laser intensity levels, include, but are not limited to free
electron absorption, multiphoton absorption, tunneling ionization, avalanche
ionization [46]. Once absorbed, the energy is transferred from the electron sys-
tem to the lattice of sapphire. This energy transfer is usually described by the
so-called Two Temperature Model (TTM) [47]. The laser conditions at which
the above phenomena are triggered, and which phenomena are dominant
during laser processing are still not fully understood. The latter is required to
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allow optimization of the laser processing parameters. Experimental investiga-
tion of the phenomena is challenging due to the small temporal (femtoseconds
to nanoseconds) and spatial ((sub)micrometer) scale at which these phenom-
ena occur. Therefore, several authors developed simplified (numerical) models
describing the absorption phenomena [48; 49]. However, the studies mostly
consider semiconductors instead of large bandgap dielectric materials, such as
sapphire and no model is available in literature suitable for the application on
sapphire allowing to calculate the temperatures in sapphire as a result of the
laser pulse. Therefore, the first research objective of this thesis is formulated
as:

1. Develop a (numerical) model describing both laser energy absorption
and thermal phenomena in bulk sapphire, which allows to determine
at what laser conditions the (non-linear) absorption phenomena are
triggered, which phenomena are dominant during laser processing, and
how these affect the morphology of the laser affected volume in sapphire.

Due to the high non-linearity of the physical phenomena governing laser-
material interaction of sapphire, as well as due to the lack of reliable material
parameters of sapphire at high laser intensities, (numerical) modelling neces-
sarily involves several simplifying assumptions. Optimized laser parameters
to obtain uniform amorphous structures in sapphire can therefore not be
fully based on modelling, but must be supported by experimental analysis.
Therefore, the second research objective is formulated as:

2. Establish the influence of laser processing parameters on the morphol-
ogy of the amorphized volume and cracking inside bulk sapphire. In
particular, establish the influence of the:

• pulse duration—i.e. the influence of femtosecond and picosecond
pulses,

• laser pulse energy,

• laser pulse repetition rates—i.e. the influence of a single laser pulse
and multiple laser pulses at pulse rates as high as MHz,

• spherical aberration, induced by the combined effect of the focusing
objective to focus the laser beam, the depth of the focal spot below
the surface of the sapphire substrate,

• the geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap (pitch) in order to create
amorphous volumes in sapphire, which are larger than the volume
induced by a single laser pulse/spot.
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Etching of (amorphized) sapphire, leading to the final (void) structure
in the bulk, is a critical step of the two-step processing technique. Hence,
studying the effect of etching parameters, including the type of etchant, is
necessary to predict the final etched morphology. As was mentioned above,
hydrofluoric acid is most frequently employed to etch amorphous Al2O3.
Other etchants, such as a mix of sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid (H2SO4

+ H3PO4) etch the material anisotropically, faster along some crystal planes
rather than along other planes. To analyse the impact of the mentioned etchants
on the processing technique, the third and last research objective is formulated
as:

3. Establish experimentally the influence of hydrofluoric acid, as well as
a mixture of sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid on the morphology of
the laser-induced etched structures in sapphire.

1.4 T H E S I S O U T L I N E

This thesis consists of 7 chapters. Chapter 2 presents a detailed overview of
the state-of-the art of laser processing and subsequent chemical etching of
sapphire, including a theoretical background. This chapter also presents an
overview of the experimental setups and experimental approach employed
in this thesis. Chapters 3 through 6 address the three research objectives as
defined in the previous section, see also Table 1.2.

In Chapter 3 the absorption and thermal phenomena governing laser-
material interaction of sapphire are introduced in detail, as well as the equa-
tions describing these phenomena. On the basis of these equations a time-
dependent 2D axisymmetric numerical model is developed, which is em-
ployed to simulate the electron density, electron temperature and lattice tem-
perature during ultrashort pulsed subsurface laser processing of sapphire. As
such, this chapter addresses research objective 1, as defined in section 1.3.

Chapter 4 presents the results of an experimental study into the effects of
picosecond pulsed laser processing parameters on the morphology of sub-
surface modifications induced by single infrared (IR) picosecond pulses in
sapphire and their selective etching in hydrofluoric acid. The size and shape
of the amorphized regions are compared to simulated laser intensity profiles
inside the bulk in order to establish experimentally the intensity threshold that
creates a modification in sapphire. As such, this chapter addresses research
objective 2 and 3, as defined in section 1.3.
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Table 1.2: Outline of the thesis.
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Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of an experimental investiga-
tion of the influence of laser and etching parameters to fabricate open and
continuous microchannels and stacks of such microchannels in the bulk of
crystalline sapphire. As such, this chapter addresses research objectives 2 and
3 as defined in section 1.3.

Chapter 6 explores the use a mix of sulphuric and phosphoric acid (H2SO4

+ H3PO4) as an anisotropic etchant to modify the morphology of single laser
pulse-induced modifications, single channels, stacks of channels in the bulk
of sapphire, as well as on the surface of the substrate. As such, this chapter
addresses research question 3 as defined in section 1.3.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes results and findings of this thesis and relates
these to the research objectives. It also provides recommendations for future
research. It should be pointed out that this thesis work is based on 3 published
peer-reviewed scientific publications, and 1 paper prepared for submission
to a peer-reviewed scientific journal. That is, the content of Chapters 3 to 6 is
identical to the content of the papers or has small variations. Therefore, it is un-
avoidable that a few repetitions are found in the chapters, as typical academic
articles need introductory sections. However, this also has the advantage that
each chapter can be read independently from the others.
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L A S E R M O D I F I C A T I O N O F S A P P H I R E A N D
S E L E C T I V E E T C H I N G : T H E O R E T I C A L B A C K G R O U N D
A N D E X P E R I M E N T A L M E T H O D S

When an ultra-short pulsed laser beam is tightly focused inside the bulk of crystalline
sapphire, the transparent material can be amorphized [1–8]. The amorphized region,
confined in the crystalline bulk, can be etched faster than crystalline sapphire when
exposed to specific etchants. The most used etchants for this etching step are hy-
drofluoric acid (HF) and potassium hydroxide (KOH). The two-step method, based on
laser irradiation and subsequent selective etching, allows the fabrication of subsurface
structures embedded in the bulk of sapphire.

2.1 L A S E R M O D I F I C AT I O N O F T H E C R Y S TA L L I N I T Y O F S A P P H I R E

The laser processing method described in this thesis is based on the nonlinear
absorption of light into sapphire (see Figure 2.1). The intensity threshold
necessary for such nonlinear absorption to occur is 1013 to 1014 W/cm2 [1; 9–
11] and can be reached by focusing ultrashort laser pulses below the surface
using objectives with a high numerical aperture (NA) [1; 3; 5; 7; 8; 12–15] .

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the laser modification of sapphire. By focusing an ultra-
short laser beam below the surface with a high numerical aperture (NA)
objective, the sapphire in the focal volume is modified.
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The required laser pulse durations for the process reported in literature
are in the femtosecond [1; 5; 8; 14; 16–18] or picosecond regime [19; 20]. Heat
transmission phenomena inside the lattice of sapphire occur on a time scale in
the order of tens of picoseconds [11]. Hence, the ultrashort pulse duration in
the femto- to picosecond range limits the heat transmission inside the sample
during the laser pulse.

Optical electronic excitation can cause crystalline transitions in solid state
materials [1]. Through ultrashort focused laser pulses, it is possible to ionize
the material contained in the laser-focal volume of sapphire by multiphoton
absorption, tunneling ionization and avalanche ionization [21–25]. In chapter
3 of this thesis these and other mechanisms of absorption will be described in
more detail. After the ionization of the material, the absorbed energy causes a
shock wave and superfast thermal quenching (thermalization phase) which,
in turn, lead to transitions of crystalline sapphire into several material phases
with different chemical properties [1]. One of those phases is an amorphous
state of Al2O3, with high chemical reactivity, embedded inside the crystalline
phase.

Figure 2.2: (a) TEM micrograph showing the different phases of a single laser pulse
induced modification: A is a void, B is amorphous material, C, D, E, F
show various states of stress-affected crystalline material. Reproduced
from [1] (b) TEM micrograph showing a void in the center, amorphous
material and crystalline Al2O3. Reproduced from [2]. (c) Schematic of the
single modification inside the bulk of sapphire: A is the void, B is the
amorphous Al2O3, C the crystalline material. Adapted from [19]

.
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Figure 2.2 (a and b) show TEM micrographs of a single pulse induced pho-
tomodified region inside sapphire with its different regions with a schematic
(Figure 2.2, (c)) [19] of the various phases. In this Figure, region A shows
the presence of a void (laser-induced, not caused by etching) induced by
the rarefaction front of the pressure wave in the laser-material interaction
zone. However, Juodkazis et al. demonstrated that, using low pulse energies,
void formation (region A) can be avoided [16]. Region B typically consists of
amorphous sapphire, while region C typically consists of polycrystalline or
crystalline phases, which will be hardly etched. Depending on the laser pulse
energy used and the stress caused by the shock wave, this polycrystalline
phase can show a different refractive index than the unaffected crystalline
material. Due to the compression of the material caused by the shock wave,
the amorphous material can have a different density, as compared to the poly-
crystalline and crystalline phase. In particular, the density of this region is
“similar to that of the crystalline phase when there were no voids at region
A, and higher when the central void was present” [1]. The dimension of the
laser-modified zone can be controlled on a micrometer scale by tuning the
processing parameters, while the surrounding material stays unaffected by
the laser.

2.2 S E L E C T I V E E T C H I N G O F S A P P H I R E

After the laser irradiation, the amorphized phase can be subsequently etched
selectively by specific chemical etchants (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: After the laser irradiation, the modified part is exposed to specific selective
chemical etchants by submerging the substrate in the solution.
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Aqueous solutions of hydrofluoric acid (HF) or potassium hydroxide (KOH)
show much higher selectivity towards amorphous sapphire (HF etches amor-
phous material 105 times faster than crystalline [1]) relative to that of the
crystalline and polycrystalline phases. Juodkazis et al. [1] atribute the high
etch rate of amorphous Al2O3 (region B in Figure 2.2), when using HF, to
a decrease of the average angle, in the Al2O3 molecule, between aluminum
and oxygen atoms. That implies the formation of a more basic (Lewis-base)
material with a higher reactivity to acidic solutions. After the etching, the
amorphized material is dissolved, leaving hollow or void shapes in the bulk
of sapphire, see Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: SEM micrograph of a single pulse modification (a) before etching and (b)
after 15 mins etching in a 10% solution of HF. Reproduced from [16].

2.3 C O M P L E X S T R U C T U R E S I N S I D E T H E B U L K O F S A P P H I R E

S. Juodkazis et al. [1] demonstrated complex 3D networks (see Figure 2.5)
of channels inside the bulk of sapphire using the two-step technique based
on laser irradiation and selective etching. The 3D laser patterning of sap-
phire was carried out using an objective lens with a numerical aperture NA=
1.35. The length of the channel was 40 µm, the diameter 0.5 µm. Hörstmann-
Jungemann et al. [5], using a similar approach, fabricated channels (see Figure
2.6, (a)) inside the bulk of sapphire studying the etching speed of HF for
amorphous Al2O3. Moreover, the authors demonstrated that, by modifying
several overlapping tracks in the volume of sapphire (Figure 2.6, (b) and (c))
and subsequent etching, wide micro channels composed of arrays of parallel
modified lines can be produced. The dimension of the microchannels can be
modified by changing the number of tracks next to each other, see Figure 2.6,
(b). Applying the same method also to vertical stacked tracks, vertical cuts
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Figure 2.5: Example of a complex 3D network of channels inside the bulk of sapphire
created by the two-step laser and etching technique. Reproduced from [1].

can be fabricated, see Figure 2.6, (c). This type of vertical processing was also
exploited to cut 3D microparts out of sapphire and to fabricate microholes.
For example, Figure 2.7 (a) shows a cut-out cylinder as well as the hole left
in a sapphire substrate. Finally, combining the irradiation strategies used for
the fabrication of wide microchannels and vertical cuts, the authors fabricated
hollow volumes inside the bulk of sapphire. For example, in Figure 2.7 (b), a
hollow reservoir and the irradiation strategy to produce it are shown.

Although such structures have been demonstrated, when large amorphized
structures are created, a series of phenomena can influence the formation of
a uniform and continuous block of amorphous sapphire. The latter, in turn,
affects the solubility of the formed material. Several publications on etched
channels in sapphire, often report cross-sections in which, after the wet chemi-
cal etching, the obtained structure is not completely hollow [6; 7; 26; 27]. In
2008, Juodkazis et al. [26] studied this phenomenon and showed that overlap-
ping single laser pulse induced modifications may cause recrystallization of
the amorphized material, which is not etched by an acid like HF (see Figure 2.8
(a)). Gottmann et al. [6] and Horstmann et al. [28] showed that, within a range
of parameters (mainly numerical aperture and energy per pulse) the cross-
section of channels either show a series of amorphized parallel nanochannels
(see Figure 2.8 (b)), or hollow channels (see Figure 2.8 (c)).
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Figure 2.6: (a) Optical microscopy image of single modified lines partially etched
inside the bulk of sapphire. (b) Schematic of overlapping single lines to
form large structures. (c) SEM micrographs of the cross section with the
schematic of vertical cuts made inside the bulk of sapphire by overlapping
several tracks. Reproduced from [5]

Figure 2.7: (a) Cylinder cut out of sapphire and the hole left in the sample (b) A cubic
reservoir with inlets/outlets and the irradiation strategy. Reproduced from
[5].
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Figure 2.8: (a) SEM micrograph of a longitudinal-section of a structure formed by
overlapping single laser femtosecond pulses inside the bulk of sapphire.
Reproduced from [26]. (b) SEM micrograph of a cross section of a channel
(etched) composed of nanolines produced inside the bulk of sapphire by
highly overlapping femtosecond laser pulses using low numerical aperture
(0.55). Reproduced from [6]. (c) SEM micrograph of a cross section of a
single channel (etched) produced inside the bulk of sapphire by highly
overlapping femtosecond laser pulses using high numerical aperture (0.7).
Reproduced from [28].

In chapter 5 of this thesis, the specific conditions are analysed which deter-
mine the final shape and appearance of the amorphized sapphire and how
to tune the laser and etching parameters to obtain exact and distinct types of
structures using the two-step method.

2.4 E X P E R I M E N TA L M E T H O D S

2.4.1 Experimental set-up for laser modification and selective etching of sapphire

To design the experimental set-up(s) and methods used for carrying out the
experiments described in this study, a literature review was performed of ex-
perimental parameters for laser modification and selective etching of sapphire.
Table 2.1 shows the main parameters found in literature.

Based on the parameters in this table, two laser-setups were designed and
implemented. One setup includes a picosecond pulsed laser source, whereas
the second setup incudes a femtosecond pulsed laser source.

In the first setup (in Figure 2.9), a Yb:YAG laser source (TruMicro5050 of
Trumpf, Germany) emitting pulses of 7 ps of linearly polarized light at a
central wavelength of 1030 nm is employed, see 1 in Fig. 2.9. The power
density profile of the laser beam is nearly Gaussian (M2 <1.3). The laser source
has a range of repetition rate from 40 Hz to 400 kHz. A λ /2 wave plate (2 in
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Table 2.1: Experimental parameters for laser modification and selective etching of
sapphire found in literature.

PARAMETER VALUES FOUND IN LITERATURE

Laser pulse energy, Ep 10 nJ[1], 45 nJ [7], 140nJ [13], 1 µJ [14], 24 µJ[5]

Laser pulse duration, τ 150 f s [1; 13], 400 f s [14] , 450 f s [5]

Laser pulse repetition rate, f 20 Hz[13], 1 kHz [1], 500 kHz [5]

Laser wavelength, λ 800 nm [1; 13], 1045 nm [5; 14]

Microscope objective, NA 0.55 [14], 0.6 [5], 1.35 [1; 7] , 1.4 [13]

Etchant 10%HF [1; 7], 47% HF [13], 48% HF [5], 1-2M KOH [13]

Figure 2.9: Schematic of the picosecond laser set-up used in chapter 4 of this thesis.

Fig. 2.9), a polarizing beam splitter (3 in Fig. 2.9), and a beam dump (4 in Fig.
2.9) are used as an attenuator, allowing to vary the pulse energy impinging
the substrate. A microscope objective (type 11101666 of Leica Microsystems,
Germany), corrected for a 100 µm thick coverslip of silicon (refractive index
n=3.55) and with a numerical aperture of 0.7 is used to focus the laser beam
to a diameter of 0.9 µm (calculated), see 9 in Fig. 2.9. It should be noted that
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of the femtosecond laser set-up used in chapter 5 and 6 of this
thesis.

in the experiments no coverslip was employed. The medium between the
objective and the sample is air. A beam splitter (50% -50% , 5 in Fig. 2.9) and a
tube lens (focal length 75 mm, 6 in Fig. 2.9) are used to image light, originating
from the substrate, on a CMOS camera (DCC1545M of Thorlabs, Germany, 7
in Fig. 2.9). These components allow to accurately position the focus of the
laser beam relative to the surface of the substrate. The sample is mounted on a
vacuum chuck, which is positioned in the xy-plane by servo-controlled stages
(10 in Fig. 2.9, UPS-150 of Physik Instrumente, Germany) with a resolution
(minimum incremental motion) of 15 nm and bidirectional repeatability of
± 35 nm. The objective (9 in Fig. 2.9) is also positioned by a servo-controlled
stage (M-511 of Physik Instrumente, Germany) with a resolution of 50 nm and
bidirectional repeatability of ± 200 nm.

To study the effects of femtosecond pulse duration on the modification of
sapphire and selective etching, a femtosecond laser set-up was designed and
implemented, see Figure 2.10. This set-up includes a fiber laser source (Y-Fi
of KMLabs, USA) which emits a linearly polarized laser beam at a central
wavelength of λ =1035 nm. The pulse duration of this source is 230 f s, which
was measured with an autocorrelator (APE Berlin Pulse Check, Germany). The
power density profile of the laser beam is nearly Gaussian (M2 < 1.2). Since
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the laser source does not offer the option of changing the repetition rate to less
than 1 MHz, an electro-optic modulator (EOM, Model 360-80 by Conoptics,
USA) is positioned in the beam path after the laser source for pulse picking. In
this setting, the range of repetition rate of the setup is 1 Hz to 15 MHz. A beam
attenuator (Ultrafast Version, Altechna, Lithuania) is used to set the pulse
energy of the laser pulses. The same microscope objective as in the picosecond
setup (11101666, Leica Microsystems, Germany, NA = 0.7) is used to focus the
beam to a spot of about 0.9 µm diameter (calculated). The microscope objective
is mounted on a linear stage (ATS100, Aerotech USA), which moves the lens
in the z-direction, allowing the focal spot of the laser beam to be positioned
relative to the surface of the sample. The sample is fixed with a vacuum chuck
on xy-stages (ALS130-150, Aerotech USA). As in the picosecond laser setup,
the microscope objective is also used as magnifying element for imaging, that
is, the light reflected by the sample passes again through the objective and a
tube lens to arrive finally on a CMOS camera (DCC1545, Thorlabs, USA). This
alignment facilitates the positioning of the focal spot in the bulk (z-direction)
of the sample as well as in the xy-plane. It also allows to observe the progress
and quality of the irradiation during machining.

All the laser experiments are carried out in a cleanroom environment (class
ISO 8, air exchange rate of 6 times per hour, temperature of 21◦ C, relative
humidity of 40% ).

2.5 M AT E R I A L S

Figure 2.11: (a) Circular sapphire wafers used for the experiments. (b) The samples
were cut along the red lines to create smaller strips. (c) Single sapphire
strip used for the experiments.

Circular sapphire wafers, 2 inches in diameter and with a thickness of 430 µm
and crystal orientation (0001), supplied by Crystech GmbH, Germany, were
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used throughout the whole study (Figure 2.11). For most experiments, the
circular samples were cut into smaller strips (of various sizes), see Figure 2.11
(b) and (c) with the help of a diamond scribe for easier handling. The etchants
used for the etching of laser-treated samples are a stagnant 50% hydrofluoric
acid aqueous solution (BASF, Germany) at room temperature and a mixture
of 96% H2SO4 + 85% H3PO4 (vol%) in a volume ratio of 3:1 at a temperature
of 180◦ C.

2.6 M E T H O D S

Figure 2.12: Schematic process sequence: (a) first, the sample is irradiated with the
laser beam to form modifications below the surface of the sapphire sub-
strate. (b) after laser processing, the substrate is polished to remove bulk
material (red in the representation) in order to “expose” cross-sections of
the modifications for etching and analysis.

Modifications were produced by focusing the laser beam at different depths
(ranging from 0 µm to 400 µm) below the surface (z-direction in Fig. 2.12 (a))
of the substrate and at different pulse energies (ranging from 94.7 nJ to 18 µJ).
To prevent optical effects induced by laser processing too close to the edge
of the sapphire substrate, the laser beam was focused at least at a distance
5 mm from the edges of the substrate. Moreover, in order to avoid optical
“disturbances” originating from modifications produced above, the modified
lines were produced proceeding from bottom to top.

When cross-sections were to be analyzed, the edge of the substrate was
polished, using a Struers Tegramin (Netherlands) polishing device, to approxi-
mately the centre of the single modifications in the zx-plane (or zy-plane), see
Fig. 2.12 (b). Best polishing results were obtained by using the following a
3-steps recipe:
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1. lapping using silicon carbide sandpapers in subsequent steps of: 320p,
500p, 1000p, 2000p, and 4000p

2. polishing steps using diamond suspensions on polishing cloth with the
following grain sizes: 9 µm, 3 µm, 1 µm

3. polishing using alumina suspension (0.1 µm)

After polishing, the samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with iso-
propanol. A first characterization was performed after the cleaning, then the
substrates were immersed in the etchant for the etching phase. Finally, the
samples were inspected again, often at the same locations, to study the effects
of the etching.

2.7 A N A LY S I S T O O L S

The analysis tools used in this thesis to characterize the laser-induced modifi-
cations and the obtained final (etched) structures include:

• Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), using a JSM-7200F SEM (JEOL,
Japan),

• Optical microscopy, using a VHX 5000 (Keyence, Japan),

• Polarized microscopy, using a VHX 5000 (Keyence, Japan),

• Confocal microscopy, using a S-Neox (Sensofar Metrology, Spain),

• Atomic force microscopy (AFM), using a FlexAFM (Nanosurf AG, Switzer-
land).
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T O WA R D S A N U M E R I C A L M O D E L O F P I C O S E C O N D
L A S E R - M A T E R I A L I N T E R A C T I O N I N B U L K S A P P H I R E

The present chapter introduces and discusses a numerical model of laser-
material interaction of sapphire, as well as simulation results. The chapter
consists of two parts. The first part, starting on this page up to and including
section 3.6, is identical to two published papers:

• L. Capuano, D. de Zeeuw and G.R.B.E. Römer "Towards a Numerical
Model of Picosecond Laser-Material Interaction in Bulk Sapphire" in
"Proceedings of the conference Laser Precision Microfabrication" (Edin-
burgh, 2018).

• L. Capuano, D. de Zeeuw and G.R.B.E. Römer "Towards a Numeri-
cal Model of Picosecond Laser-Material Interaction in Bulk Sapphire"
Journal of Laser Micro/Nanoengineering, Vol. 13, No. 3, 2018.

To clarify and discuss some topics in these published papers, footnotes have
been added to this chapter. After these papers were published, some additional
work on the numerical simulation was performed. The latter is discussed in
section 3.7 of this chapter. Combined, the two parts of this chapter address
research objective 1, as defined in section 1.3.

A B S T R A C T Crystalline sapphire (Al2O3) is a hard and transpar-
ent material widely used in industry. When applying IR laser
wavelengths, sapphire can be laser-processed inside the bulk (sub-
surface) to produce 3D structures, which can find uses, for example,
in the production of microfluidic devices. Ultrashort and tightly
focused laser pulses trigger several energy absorption mechanisms
inside the bulk. The absorbed energy locally modifies the structure
of sapphire. Existing (numerical) models of sapphire laser process-
ing describe mainly femtosecond pulsed laser-material interaction
(most of them only addressing surface processing) and, in addition,
these models do not simulate the laser-induced temperatures of
the lattice. Therefore, this study is aimed at a 2D-axisymmetric,
time dependent, numerical model of the physics in picosecond

29
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laser-material interaction with sapphire. The physical phenomena
in the model include, but are not limited to: multiphoton absorp-
tion, tunneling ionization, avalanche ionization, recombination of
carriers, diffusion of carriers and heat diffusion. Based on these
phenomena, three quantities are calculated, namely: electron den-
sity, electron temperature and lattice temperature. The model was
implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics®. It was found that, sap-
phire is modified by the laser radiation only if avalanche ionisation
is triggered in the bulk.

3.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Sapphire, (or α-Al2O3), is an aluminium oxide with a crystalline structure,
that can be produced synthetically in a variety of shapes and sizes. Sapphire
is one of the hardest materials with a hardness ranging from 1835 HV1 to
2039 HV1 [1]. In its crystalline form it is highly chemically inert [1–3]. Be-
cause of its wide bandgap [1; 4], sapphire is a good electric insulator and
is optically transparent to a broad range of wavelengths going from deep
UV to mid infrared in the electromagnetic spectrum [1]. The combination
of unique physical and chemical properties and the possibility of producing
the material synthetically make sapphire suitable for numerous applications.
This includes bearings, smart-phone screens, optics, biomedical applications
and microfluidic devices [2; 3; 5; 6]. In order to increase the understanding
of the fundamental processes that contribute during subsurface processing
of sapphire by means of picosecond pulsed laser sources, a numerical model,
which allows simulation of the process under different conditions, is needed.
The model should at least be able to describe the electron densities and lattice
temperatures that are induced by the absorbed laser energy. This would allow
the study of resulting structures and the physics behind the process itself,
which will therefore contribute to the fundamental knowledge on subsurface
micro-processing of sapphire. In literature, most models address mainly the
surface damage induced by ultra-short pulsed lasers [7–12]. These studies
typically cover laser pulse durations of less than one picosecond and mostly
consider semiconductors, instead of large bandgap dielectric materials, such
as sapphire. In addition, no models are reported, which are suitable for the
application to sapphire, allowing to calculate the temperatures in the material
as a result of the laser pulse. The literature on modelling of subsurface laser-
material interaction that do take into account optical effects, such as focussing
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and spherical aberrations of a laser beam in sapphire, is quite limited. This is
likely due to the complicated electromagnetic description that is required to
accurately describe the envelope (caustic) of the laser beam, while taking into
account absorption and the challenges that it presents for the numerical simu-
lations. Models that describe the individual physical phenomena or a part of
the laser-material interaction are more frequently reported [13–15]. Although,
these models are dominantly applied to ultra-short pulse processing and in
studies that show the modelling of electron densities generated, in order to
describe or predict the damage threshold for ablation. Therefore, most of the
studies reviewed do not take into account electron temperatures. Based on
literature, the governing equations, which make up the model, were selected
(see section 3.2). The equations are implemented in the numerical software
tool COMSOL Multiphysics ® (see section 3.3). The three main quantities
which are calculated are the free electron density, the electron temperature
and the lattice temperature (see section 3.4). The reader is invited to refer to
the tables in the nomenclature when the variables, quantities and constants
are not directly explained in the text.

3.2 M O D E L D E S C R I P T I O N A N D G O V E R N I N G E Q U AT I O N S

Figure 3.1 shows a diagram of the structure of the model. The coloured arrows
indicate the dependencies of the free electron density, the free electron temper-
ature, the lattice temperature and the beam propagation on the main physical
phenomena (blocks in the graph) occurring during and after the laser pulse.
There are four “subsystems” that are considered. The first subsystem is the
laser intensity distribution (red arrows). Depending on the level of the laser
intensity, multiphoton ionization, avalanche ionization, free electron absorp-
tion and tunnelling ionization might be triggered. In turn, the laser intensity is
reduced by multiphoton ionization and free electron absorption (dashed red
arrows). The free electron density subsystem is indicated by the green arrows.
Phenomena that generate free carriers are avalanche ionization, multiphoton
ionization and tunnelling ionization. The free electron density will be reduced
by recombination effects as free carrier diffusion can be neglected as discussed
later in section 3.2.1. The free electron temperature depends on all phenomena
that either affect the free carrier density or lead to a change of the electron
kinetic energy. Energy transfer to the lattice, indicated by the black arrows,
is described by the well-known two-temperature model [16]. In summary,
the model consists of four partial differential equations (PDEs) describing: (i)
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the model, showing the four “subsystems” (arrows) and their
dependencies on physical phenomena (blocks).

free electron density, (ii) free electron temperature, (iii) lattice temperature,
and (iv) beam propagation. These four PDEs are described in the following
subsections.

3.2.1 Free electron density

The free electron density ne can be described by a commonly used electron
conservation equation [10–12; 14–17]:

∂ne(t)
∂t

+
1
e

∂J
∂x

= Wsource + Wloss. (3.1)

where J denotes the current and x is the propagation coordinate. The first
term on the left hand side of equation 3.1 describes the change of electron
density in time. The second term describes the diffusion of electrons in the
material. The terms on the right hand side are source and loss terms. The
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carrier excitation rate source term, Wsource in equation 3.1, can be described
considering single or multi-photon ionization, tunnelling and avalanche ion-
ization rates. The general expression for the single or multiphoton ionization
rate equals

Wmpi(I) = σn In, (3.2)

where n denotes the single or multiphoton absorption coefficient. The subscript
n indicates the number of photons required to excite a single electron from the
valence to the conduction band. Single photon absorption - i.e. n = 1, which is
a linear process, is significant when the photon energy of a photon is equal or
larger than the band gap of the material. Multiphoton absorption on the other
hand, is an n-th order process that will only be significant for sufficiently high
laser intensities [18]. Photon ionization in general is only significant at low free
electron densities and when the intensity of the electric field due to the laser
fluence is not sufficiently high such that tunneling ionization would dominate
[19; 20]. For the wavelength of 1030 nm, which was selected for this study,
the photon energy is too low for linear, single photon absorption in sapphire.
The single or multiphoton absorption coefficient (σn) is a phenomenologically
determined parameter that depends on material parameters and processing
conditions [12; 21]. In large bandgap dielectrics, the density of thermally
excited electrons is close to zero [22]. For short and ultra-short pulse durations,
when processing large bandgap dielectrics, single and multiphoton ionization
will therefore generate the required electron density to allow significant free
electron absorption and subsequently impact ionization to take place [23].
A well-studied approach to model avalanche ionization is the Drude model.
The parameters of the Drude model are all known and Jing et al. [23] have
shown that the model performs well on fused silica for a laser with 800 nm
wavelength and a pulse duration of 0.3 ps. That is, the avalanche ionization
rate Wav, can be calculated from

Wav =
σDrude

Eg
I(t), (3.3)

in which

σDrude =
e2

cε0nm∗e

τc

1 + ω2τ2
c

. (3.4)

The mean electron collision time τc in equation 3.4 is crucial for estimating the
avalanche ionization rate and is highly dependent on the material and process
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conditions such as the electron density, wavelength and effective electron mass.
The mean electron collision time τc can be determined phenomenologically or
by the expression as developed by Starke et al. [24], which reads

τc =
16πε2

0

√
m∗e (0.1Eg)3

√
2e4ne(t)

. (3.5)

This expression increases the applicability of the Drude model under various
conditions and when data on the mean electron collision time for various
process conditions is limited. When the absorption of photons is sufficiently
high (see section 3.4), the increased absorption generates a significant amount
of free carriers to trigger avalanche ionization [18]. In addition to multipho-
ton and avalanche ionization, tunneling ionization may occur if the laser
intensities are sufficiently high. Multiphoton and tunneling ionization can
be described by the same theoretical framework via the so-called Keldysh
ionization rate Wpi, which is calculated as [20]

Wpi =
2ω

9π

(
ωm∗e√
γ1h̄2

)3/2

Q(γ, x)exp
{
−π〈x + 1〉 × K(γ1)− E(γ1)

E(γ2)

}
. (3.6)

and

Q(γ, x) =
√

π

2K(γ2)
×

∞

∑
i=0

exp
{
− iπ

K(γ1) + E(γ1)

K(γ2)

}
Φ

(
π

2

√
(2〈x + 1〉 − 2x + i)

K(γ2)E(γ2)

)
,

(3.7)

and

Φ(z) =
∫ z

0
exp(y2 − z2)dy, (3.8)

and

x =
π

2
Eg

h̄ω

√
1 + γ2

γ
E(γ2), (3.9)

and

γ =
ω

e

√
m∗e cnε0Eg

2I
. (3.10)

Here, the functions K (γ) and E (γ) represent the complete elliptic integral
of the first and second kind respectively. The “crossover” from multiphoton
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dominated ionization to tunnelling dominated ionization is characterized by
the Keldysh parameter, γ. That is, for γ << 1, tunnelling ionization dominates
and for γ >> 1 multiphoton ionization dominates. The multiphoton ioniza-
tion rate coincides with the Keldysh photo-ionization rate only for low laser
intensity levels. It should be noted that, the validity of the multiphoton ioniza-
tion rate, when considering a large range of laser intensities, when avalanche
ionization is triggered, is questionable. When electron-hole pairs recombine
the electron density is reduced. In sapphire radiative recombination is not
significant due to a large radiative recombination lifetime of about 100 ps,
when compared to the pulse duration [25]. Therefore, radiative recombination
is neglected in the model. In the case that the pulse duration is shorter than
the recombination time τe, the recombination of electron-hole pairs is often
neglected [7; 8; 26]. However, Auger recombination is included in the model.
Typically, the Auger recombination rate Wrec is calculated as [13; 14; 16; 23; 27]

Wrec = −
ne(t)

τe
, (3.11)

in which τe denotes the mean recombination time. In the case of pulse dura-
tions equal or longer than the recombination time, or when the decay and
behaviour of the electron density, as well as the electron temperature is an
important subject of study, recombination needs to be taken into account. For
sapphire, the electron-hole recombination time of τe = 1 ps was applied by Bul-
gakova et al. [14; 28]. As this recombination time τe is smaller than the pulse
duration considered in this study, Auger recombination will be significant.
Besides recombination effects, diffusion of electrons into the substrate also
reduce the local electron density. However, for large bandgap dielectrics, the
diffusion of free electrons is small due to a high electron-hole mass. Hence, in
the case of sapphire, electron diffusion can be neglected [4; 21] (see also Fig.
3.1). For the set of (simulation) parameters considered, the Keyldish parameter
is never exclusively γ >> 1 or γ << 1. Hence, the model will only be realistic
when both multiphoton and tunnelling ionization are considered. Hence, the
full Keldysh ionization rate Smpi is included in the model. Substituting the
relevant expressions into equation 3.1, and neglecting carrier diffusion, will
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result in the PDE describing the conservation of electron-hole pairs, which
will be used to describe the carrier density in the numerical model as 1

∂ne(t)
∂t

= Wpi + Wav,Drudene(t)−Wrec (3.12)

3.2.2 Free electron temperature

The absorbed laser energy will first be “stored in” the free electrons, before
it is transferred to the lattice via electron-phonon scattering [16]. The energy
(density) in the free electron subsystem is the sum of the kinetic energy and
band-gap energy per unit of volume [20]. The kinetic energy distribution can
take several “shapes”. That is, when high carrier densities are encountered
(ne ≈ 1017 − 1018 W/cm3), the carrier-carrier interactions will force the shape
of the distribution into a Maxwell-Boltzmann (also referred to as Maxwellian)
distribution [30; 31]. For a Maxwellian distribution the energy density of the
electron-hole pairs can be computed from [30]

U = ne(Eg +
3
2

kbTe) (3.13)

The electron heat capacity Ce is equal to the change of energy U with respect
to the electron temperature Te. That is,

Ce =
∂U
∂Te

=
3
2

kbTe. (3.14)

The overall expression to compute the change of energy in the electron sub-
system reads

∂U
∂t

+∇ · −→W = S + L, (3.15)

in which S and L denote the source and loss terms respectively, and the term ~W
on the left hand side of the equation describes the diffusion of electronic energy.
This diffusion is the result of carrier-carrier scattering, which is described by
[16]

−→
W = −ke∇Te, (3.16)

1 To take into account that the number of available ionization centers (neutral atoms/molecules)
is decreasing at high laser excitations (when the ionization degree approaches 100%), the right-
hand side term in equation 3.12 was multiplied by the saturation term applied by Burakov et
al. [29] n0−ne

n0
where n0 is the number of ionization centers available in the volume.
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and

ke =
2k2

bTene(µe + µh)

e
, (3.17)

in which ke is the electron thermal conductivity, µe is the electron mobility
and µh is the hole mobility. Sapphire has a low hole mobility so that µh may
be neglected [4; 21]. Substituting expression 3.13 into 3.15 will result in a
differential equation

Ce
∂Te

∂t
+∇ · −→W = S + L− ∂ne

∂t
(Eg +

3
2

kbTe). (3.18)

On the right hand side of equation 3.18 are source terms S, which describe an
increase of energy due to multiphoton-ionization and free electron absorption,
and loss terms L that describe transfer of energy from the electron subsystem to
the lattice (via the two temperature model, see below). Multiphoton ionization
will excite electrons with an excess kinetic energy and will therefore add
energy to the free electron subsystem. The energy rate per volume unit can
be determined by multiplying the ionization rate Wmpi by the energy of the
absorbed photons [16; 32]

Smpi = Wmpi h̄ωnph, (3.19)

in which nph is the number of photons and h̄ is the reduced Planck constant.
Free electrons will gain extra kinetic energy when they absorb photons. This
process will result in an increase of energy in the free electron subsystem. Free
electron absorption can be described by a source term including a free electron
cross-section

Sab = σabne I, (3.20)

in which σab is the free electron cross-section. This type of source term is
referred to as Coulomb heating. Karras et al. [33] determined the free electron
cross-section for a 800 nm laser source to equal (12.5± 0.2) · 10−18cm . The main
loss to the electron energy is due to the interaction of the electron subsystem
with the lattice caused by electron-phonon scattering, described by the well-
known Two Temperature Model (TTM) [16]. The TTM is derived under the
assumption that electron and phonon energy transport is described by the
classical Fourier law. This approach is valid as long as the time scale of changes
of the temperature (field) is much larger than relaxation time of the free
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electrons [34]. The TTM describes a balance between the electron temperature
Te and the lattice temperature Tl and reads

WTTM = Γ(Te − Tl) =
Ce

τr
(Te − Tl), (3.21)

in which the electron-phonon coupling coefficient Γ may be expressed as
Ce/τr. Here τr is the characteristic electron-lattice relaxation time. The latter is
chosen here to equal τr = 1 ps [21]. Substituting source terms (equations 3.19
and 3.20) and loss terms (equation 3.21) in equation 3.18, results in the PDE
describing the free electron temperature

Ce
∂Te

∂t
+∇ · −→W = Smpi + Sab −WTTM −

∂ne

∂t
(Eg +

3
2

kbTe). (3.22)

3.2.3 Lattice temperature

The classical Fourier law describes the spatial and temporal lattice temperature
Tl , which is the result of a source term Q and heat conduction, and reads [35]:

ρCl
∂Tl

∂t
+∇ · −→ql = Q, (3.23)

in which heat conduction is described by −→ql = −kl · ∇Tl where kl denotes
the thermal conductivity of the lattice. The source term Q is the result of
electron-phonon coupling (two temperature model, see previous subsection):

ρCl
∂Tl

∂t
+∇ · −→ql = STTM. (3.24)

3.2.4 Beam propagation

The mathematical complexity of describing both beam propagation and fo-
cussing proved to be difficult in the implementation of the model in COMSOL
(see section 3.3). Therefore, the beam envelope is simplified to a collimated—i.e.
a non-converging and non-diverging beam passing through the complete sap-
phire substrate. The laser intensity absorption can then be described by a beam
optics approach. Assuming laser beam propagation in the positive z-direction,
a non-diverging beam and a volume absorbing material, the propagation
losses can be described as [16]

∂I
∂z

= −Smpi − Sab, (3.25)
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in which Smpi denotes the intensity loss of the laser beam due to multiphoton
ionization. Note that the term Smpi is the same as the source term for the
electron subsystem in equation 3.19. Intensity losses due to multiphoton
ionization will be significant when multiphoton ionization rate is relevant.
That is when the electron densities are low and when the Keldysh parameter
γ >> 1 [23]. The term Sab describes the intensity loss due to absorption of
photons by conduction band electrons.

3.3 M O D E L I M P L E M E N TAT I O N

The PDEs were solved using the numerical software tool COMSOL Multi-
physics® (COMSOL Inc.). An axis-symmetric simplified configuration on a
time-dependent study was implemented.

It proved that the evaluating the Keldysh ionization rate, containing the
complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind (see section 3.2.1), was
computationally too demanding. That is because the ionization rates Wpi,
(equation 3.6) and Wmpi, (equation 3.2), need to be evaluated at every node
on the calculation grid at every time-step. Therefore, the Keldysh ionization
rates were implemented as a lookup table, which, via an interpolation, allows
COMSOL Multiphysics® to compute an approximation of the full Keldysh
ionization rate, as well as allow to approximate multiphoton absorption as
function of the intensity. To that end, the lookup table was generated in
MATLAB® (Mathworks Inc.) for a laser intensity range of I = 0 to 1020 [W/m2]

on a total of 106 data points. Figure 3.2 shows this lookup table graphically.

3.3.1 Initial and boundary conditions

The beam diameter in the simulations was set to w0 = 51.5 nm in order
to reduce the computer memory requirements and computation time. This
simplification can be considered reasonable for the model because only the
absorption phenomena are simulated, without taking into account optical
effects (i.e. diffraction).

Also, the pulse duration was set to tp = 3 ps, for the same reason. The
model would still be valid for a larger pulse duration (in the picosecond
regime), but the effects of the resultant increase of electron density would
need further investigation. The anisotropy of sapphire is neglected. At the
first time instance, the electron and lattice temperatures are at equilibrium
and were set to 300 K. For both the lattice and electron temperature, all the
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Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of the lookup table of the Keyldysh ionization
rate as function of the laser intensity.

boundary conditions, except for the symmetry axis, are set to a zero flux
boundary conditions, as the thermal flux passing through the boundaries, at
the time ranges considered, will be negligible. In the lattice the specific heat
is assumed to be constant. At the first time instance, the electron density is
set to equal to the density corresponding to thermally excited electrons at 300
K. Applying these initial conditions to calculate the initial electron density
results in a density of 3.18 · 10−48 m−3. This low value is typical for large
bandgap semiconductors at low temperatures. However, due to numerical
restrictions, an initial electron density of eps ≈ 2.22 · 10−16 m−3 was applied,
which corresponds to the smallest number allowable due to machine precision.
This value is much smaller than the multiphoton ionization rate occurring (just)
before avalanche and tunnelling ionization will dominate. Hence, this value
will not “trigger” avalanche ionization or significant free electron absorption.
Therefore, the simulation results are not affected by setting the initial electron
density to eps ≈ 2.22 · 10−16 m−3 instead of 3.18 · 10−48 m−3.

3.4 R E S U LT S

This section presents the simulation results for various pulse energies listed in
table 3.1. The rounded values that will be used to refer to the simulations in
this section are listed in the first column of the table.
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Table 3.1: Pulse energies considered for the simulations and maximum intensity
reached.

Pulse energy simulation Maximum intensity Critical electron density reached?

0.06 µJ 1.982 · 1016 W/m2 No

0.08 µJ 2.972 · 1016 W/m2 No

0.11 µJ 3.963 · 1016W /m2 No

0.28 µJ 9.908 · 1016 W/m2 Yes

0.45 µJ 1.406 · 1017 W/m2 Yes

0.55 µJ 1.515 · 1017 W/m2 Yes

The simulations only converged for pulse energies which induce electron
densities lower than the critical electron density, that is ne < ncr. That is, simu-
lations where avalanche ionization was triggered resulted in an over critical
electron density (plasma), see last column of table 3.1. The high absorption
of the critical electron density resulted in extreme absorption rates in a very
small (skin) layer of the material. The latter imposed numerical problems
(failure to converge). Nevertheless, up to this instance the simulations provide
interpretable results. Therefore, these results are included and discussed in
the following subsections.

3.4.1 Electron Density

Figure 3.3 shows the maximum electron densities in the sample, as function
of time for several pulse energies at three different locations: at the surface of
the sample, at 5 nm and 10 nm below the surface of the sample. For low pulse
energies, the maximum electron densities at different depths are close. That
is, the data points in the graph coincide. This indicates that the absorption of
photons in the material is small and the laser intensity, and electron densities
do not vary with depth. From the graph it is clear that pulse energies over
about 2.75 µJ induce a maximum electron density, which is over the critical
electron density. It was found that, these simulations failed to converge as
soon as the electron density reaches a value ne > 1.5 · 1028 m−3. In addition, in
the graph, the values of the maximum electron density for the corresponding
pulse energies do not coincide. This indicates that the electron density at the
locations near the surface prevents/reduces the ionization (rate) at locations
further below the surface.
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Figure 3.3: Maximum electron densities ne as function of the pulse energy at three
different depths in the sapphire sample. The horizontal line indicates the
critical electron density ncr = 3.83 · 1026 [m−3].

Figure 3.4: Top: Maximum electron density as function of time at three different
locations in the sample, for several pulse energies. The horizontal curve
indicates the critical electron density ncr. Bottom: Maximum laser intensity
at the surface of the sample as a function of time, for several pulse energies.
The time instance 0 ps represents the maximum intensity of the pulse
(Gaussian in time). Negative and positive time steps in the graphs are
relative to this time instance.
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Figure 3.5: Electron temperature Te (top) and lattice temperature Tl (bottom), as func-
tion of time, corresponding pulse energy levels leading to sub-critical
electron densities (ne < ncr). The time instance 0 ps represents the maxi-
mum intensity of the pulse (Gaussian in time). Negative and positive time
steps in the graphs are relative to this time instance.

Figure 3.4 (top) shows the electron density as a function of time. Here it is
shown that for low pulse energies, both the generation of free electrons and the
decrease of electrons (due to recombination of electron-hole pairs) is non-linear
but “smooth” in time. For high electron densities, that is ne ≈ 5 · 1023 m−3, the
absorption and generation of free carriers by means of avalanche ionization
results in a sudden increase in the electron density at the sample surface. In
the graphs, this occurs at t ≈ −2 ps (where the time instance 0 ps represents
the maximum intensity of a Gaussian shaped laser pulse in time).

3.4.2 Electron and lattice temperatures

Figure 3.5 shows the electron and lattice temperatures in the material as
function of time at several pulse energies. Here it is shown that the electron
temperature increases until the pulse power has dropped significantly after
3 ps, see figure 3.5 (top). From this time instance on, the steep increase of
the electron temperature does level off but still increases over time. This is
due to the recombination of electron-hole pairs. Also, the lattice temperature
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Figure 3.6: Temperature plots critical (ne > ncr) studies for corresponding pulse ener-
gies. (Top): electron temperature Te and (bottom): the lattice temperature
Tl . The time instance 0 ps represents the maximum intensity of the pulse
(Gaussian in time). Negative and positive time steps in the graphs are
relative to this time instance.

induced by a pulse energy of Ep = 0.11 µJ is much higher than the lattice
temperature due to the pulse energy below 0.11 µJ, see Figure 3.5 (bottom).
This illustrates the non-linear increase in absorption rate due to multiphoton
absorption. However, the difference in electron temperatures for the same
pulse energy is much smaller (see figure 3.5 (top)), due to the fact that the
energy in the electron subsystem depends on the electron temperature and
specific heat (which depends on the electron density), where in the lattice the
specific heat is assumed constant.

Figure 3.6 shows the electron and lattice temperatures as a function of time
for pulse energies Ep = 0.28 µJ, 0.45 µJ and 0.55 µJ. At these pulse energies,
electron densities over the critical electron densities were found. In these cases,
the electron temperature shows a sudden decline at t ≈ −0.8 ps (where the
time instance 0 ps represents the maximum intensity of a Gaussian laser pulse
in time). At this instance, avalanche ionization becomes significant, resulting
in a temporary decrease in the electron temperature. This behaviour was also
observed by van Driel [20].
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Figure 3.7: Top: Laser beam intensity distribution I at several time instances induced
by a pulse energy of Ep = 0.45 µJ. Bottom: Electron density distributions
ne for a pulse energy of Ep = 0.45 µJ. The distributions are axisymmetric
and the graphs only show a 2D projection. The full cylindrical profiles
shape can be imagined as a complete rotation (360◦) of the shown distribu-
tions around the vertical axis. The vertical axis represents the optical axis
where the laser beam is considered to propagate from top to bottom. The
horizontal axis represents the lateral distance from the optical axis.

3.4.3 Laser intensity spatial distribution

At a pulse energy of Ep = 0.11 µJ the absorption of photons in the material is
negligible as the electron density is not sufficient to cause significant free elec-
tron absorption. As a result, the laser intensity distribution is not “distorted”,
but maintains its collimated “shape”. Figure 3.7 (top) shows the laser intensity
distribution for Ep = 0.45 µJ. From this graph, the effect of electron shielding
can be observed, especially in the middle and right graph.

3.4.4 Electron density distribution

The electron density induced by a pulse energy of Ep = 0.11 µJ was found
to be nearly constant along the z-axis. This is another indication that the
electron density is too low to cause any significant free electron absorption.
At a higher pulse energy of Ep = 0.45 µJ, the electron densities are plotted in
figure 3.7 (bottom) at three different time instances. Here the rapid increase in
electron density due to the avalanche ionization can be observed, especially at
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t = −0.6 ps. This graph also shows that the electron density is high near the
surface of the sample. Here, the locally high concentration of electrons implies
an increased absorption rate and avalanche ionization rate, which will result
in an even higher electron density near the surface. The strong absorption lead
to high spatial gradients in the laser intensity and electron density, which are
hard to represent on a discrete mesh. This mechanism causes the convergence
error that was encountered during the simulations with a critical electron
density (see section 3.4.1).

3.4.5 Temperature and energy distribution in the electron subsystem

Figure 3.8 shows the lattice temperature Tl (left graphs) and the electron energy
density Ee (right graphs) for a pulse energy of Ep = 0.11 µJ. At t = −3 ps,
the graphs do not show any significant increase in Tl nor Ee. The highest
electron energy density is reached at t = 1.2 ps. In contrast, the maximum
lattice temperature is reached at t = 2.5 ps. The time difference between
these maxima confirms the need for applying the two-temperature model.
At t = 6 ps, the electron energy density has reduced significantly and some
thermal conduction is present in the lattice. At the end of the simulation time
(t = 20 ps) the electronic energy (density) is negligible. Also, the effects of
heat conduction in the lattice become significant, as the spatial gradients are
reduced and the energy has been spread over a larger volume in the sample.

3.5 L I M I TAT I O N S O F T H E M O D E L

3.5.1 Phase transformation and material properties

In the model, the material properties were assumed to be constant. In reality
the conductivity and heat capacity of the material depend on the phase of
the material, as well as on temperature [1]. Also, the anisotropy of sapphire
was neglected, as the differences are small and it allows the application of
an axis-symmetric simplification. The properties would in particular change
when the material undergoes a phase transformation. This will affect the
temperature distributions and should therefore be included when studying
the lattice temperature distribution. The anisotropy may lead to a loss of axial
symmetry of distributions, but the impact on the resulting is unknown and
requires therefore more research. A small change in the value for effective
electron mass will significantly change the ionization rates, as stated by Jing
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Figure 3.8: (Left): lattice temperature distribution and (right) the electronic energy
density at various time instances for a pulse energy of Ep = 0.11 µJ. The
distributions are axisymmetric and the graphs only show a 2D projection.
The full cylindrical profiles shape can be imagined as a complete rotation
(360◦) of the shown distributions around the vertical axis. The vertical axis
represents the optical axis where the laser beam is considered to propagate
from top to bottom. The horizontal axis represents the lateral distance
from the optical axis.

[23]. The values reported have a range (m?
e = 0.35− 0.38) which may cause a

deviation from the actual ionization rates.
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3.5.2 Beam propagation and focusing optics

The laser beam propagation in the governing equations was simplified to
a collimated beam resulting in a system that is representative for surface
processing. This rigorous simplification allows to demonstrate the phenomena
during laser-material interaction of sapphire, but more work is required to
include the beam propagation into the model in order to study subsurface laser-
material interaction. Also, the beam propagation was taken one directional
where in reality reflection at sample boundaries and at high electron densities
may occur [7].

3.5.3 Free electron temperature

In section 3.2, it was shown that the electron temperature remains constant,
after excitation, due to the recombination of electron-hole pairs and only
converged to the lattice temperature when recombination ends. The same
behavior was encountered in the simulations in the previous section, where
the electron temperature keeps raising after the pulse maximum is reached,
due to the recombination. However, this behavior seems to be plausible,
confirmed by [36] in which is shown that this occurs due to the recombination
of electron-hole pairs that alone result in a temperature difference [37].

3.5.4 Self-Focusing and Kerr effect

The simulation does not take into account self-focusing caused by the Kerr
effect because this effect is not trigged under the laser conditions considered.
That is, the critical power to trigger the Kerr effect depends on the nonlinear
refractive index of sapphire (n2) and is given by [36]

Pcrit =
λ2

0
2πn0n2

(3.26)

For the parameters studied in this chapter, the critical power equals about 3.2
MW. This is one order of magnitude larger than the maximum peak power
used in our study. Therefore, self-focusing is not modelled.
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3.6 C O N C L U S I O N S

The objective of the study was to set the base for a numerical model that
allows the simulation of the laser-material interaction in sapphire. Based on
literature, a set of governing equations was established, describing the free
electron density, the free electron temperature, the lattice temperature and
beam propagation. The resulting model includes beam propagation of a colli-
mated laser beam. The model was implemented and simulated in COMSOL
Multiphysics®. It was shown that the resulting model is capable of simulating
the laser-material interaction during short ps pulse durations for sub-critical
electron densities. The simulation results, when the critical electron density 2 of
ncr = 3.83 · 1026m−3 was exceeded, failed to converge due to numerical issues.
Nevertheless, the behavior of the model up to this density was as expected
when compared to literature. Considering the lack in the literature of models
describing jointly all the mentioned physical phenomena, this study can be
seen as a significant contribution to a numerical model that is able to estimate
both the absorption and the resulting thermal effects of the laser-material
interaction in sapphire.

3.7 A D D I T I O N A L R E S U LT S

As was mentioned in the preamble of this chapter, some additional work
on the numerical model was performed after the publication of the results
at a scientific conference and in a journal. In particular, further results were
obtained, even when the condition of critical electron density is exceeded.
The latter could be achieved by resolving the numerical issues that affected
the model (see section 3.4). Moreover, the energy balance of the model was
analysed for the validation of the model and the estimation of its accuracy.

3.7.1 Electron density, electron temperature and lattice temperature in overcritical
conditions

It was mentioned in section 3.4 that, when the electron density reached values
higher than the critical electron density ncr, the simulation failed to converge.
The main numerical issue for the failing convergence was identified to be the

2 The critical electron density, as defined by [23] is here calculated as ncr =
ε0m∗e ω2

e2 , where ε0 is
the vacuum permittivity, m∗e the effective electron mass, ω the frequency of the laser light and e
the electron charge.
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(too) steep temporal and spatial gradients, generating in the areas with high(er)
intensities. To solve the problem, several measures were taken, including a
finer calculation grid, as well as downscaling the simulation to facilitate the
calculation. The former was addressed by performing the calculations on a
mesh which was twice as fine. The second measure consisted of reducing the
size of the geometrical domain, increasing the beam diameter from 51.5 nm to
103 nm and decreasing the pulse duration from tp = 3 ps to tp = 1 ps.

To visualize the effects of the thermalization, the calculation window was
extended to 140 ps after the peak of the pulse.

Figure 3.9 shows 2D distribution profiles of intensity I ((a) in Figure 3.9),
electron density ne ((b) in Figure 3.9), electron temperature Te ((c) in Figure
3.9) and lattice temperature T ((d) in Figure 3.9), calculated using the new
conditions at a pulse energy of Ep = 0.45 µJ. At t = −1.56 ps, all the graphs
show a distribution profile which resembles the collimated shape of the beam.
Around t = −1.28 ps the "shielding" effect caused by the concentration of
the electron density near the propagation axis of the laser beam, starts to be
significant. Like previously observed in Figure 3.7, the intensity in the centre
increases, but becomes thinner. That is, the propagation of the intensity profile
inside the material, at this stage, occurs more in the "external" part of the
profile. At the same time step, the electron density starts to accumulate in the
centre-top of the material, close to the surface.

The electron temperature, at t = −1.28 ps has similar profile as the intensity
profile and shows higher values near the surface (at the centre) and in the
external part of the profile. The kinetic energy of the electrons, around this
time step, starts to be transferred to the lattice, at the surface. This causes a
slight raise in the lattice temperature (only by a few Kelvin). At t = −1.24 ps,
all the profiles start to "gather" towards the optical axis, near surface. That
is particularly evident with the intensity profile, in which the "tails" of the
shielding effect can still be observed at the external part of the profile, but the
most intensity is concentrated in the centre-top. At t = 0 ps, i.e. at the peak
energy of the pulse, the intensity is confined in a skin layer at the surface,
the electron temperature and the lattice temperature increase and diffuse to
side material (r >> 0). At t = 3.8 ps, the intensity decreases towards the zero,
the electron density also decreases, while the electron and lattice temperature
increase and diffuse further into the material.

Finally, figure 3.10, shows the electron temperature and lattice temper-
ature calculated at the optical axis, just below the surface (i.e. at a depth
z = 10−5 µm). By resolving the numerical issues, it was possible to validate the
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Figure 3.10: Simulated electron temperature (Te, in blue) and lattice temperature (T,
in green) for a pulse energy Ep = 0.45 µJ as function of time. The time
instance 0 ps represents the step in which the maximum intensity of the
pulse (Gaussian in time) is reached.

implemented two temperature model. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the correct
transfer of the kinetic energy from the electron subsystem to the lattice. The
two systems reach the same temperature (1.8 · 108 K) after ≈ 110 ps.

3.7.2 Energy balance

An important step in determining the validity of the model and estimating the
accuracy is to verify its energy balance. The energy balance was calculated by
taking the difference of the surface integrals of the laser intensity between top
and bottom surface, which should be equal to the change in internal energy at
the end of the simulation. This balance is mathematically expressed as:

Ein,tot − Eout,tot = ∆E⇒∫ tend

0

∫ 2π

0

∫ rmax

0
I(r, ztop) r dr dφ dt−

∫ tend

0

∫ 2π

0

∫ rmax

0
I(r, zbottom) r dr dφ dt =∫ zmax

zmin

∫ 2π

0

∫ rmax

0
(Ce∆Te + ρClδTl) r dr dφ dz|@t=tend
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(3.27)

It was verified that, during the simulations in COMSOL, there is a difference
of only ∼ 2% between the absorbed laser intensity and the increase of internal
energy.
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M O R P H O L O G Y O F S I N G L E P I C O S E C O N D P U L S E
S U B S U R F A C E L A S E R - I N D U C E D M O D I F I C A T I O N S O F
S A P P H I R E A N D S U B S E Q U E N T S E L E C T I V E E T C H I N G

A B S T R A C T The effect of 1030 nm single picosecond pulsed laser-
induced modification of the bulk of crystalline sapphire using a
combined process of laser amorphization and selective wet chemi-
cal etching is studied. Pulse durations of more than 1 picosecond
are not commonly used for this subsurface process. We examine
the effect of 7 picosecond pulses on the morphology of the un-
etched, as well as etched, single pulse modifications, showing the
variation of shape and size when varying the pulse energy and
the depth of processing. In addition, a qualitative analysis of the
material transformation after irradiation is provided as well as
an analysis of cracking phenomena. Finally, a calculated laser in-
tensity profile inside sapphire, using the Point Spread Function
(PSF), is compared to the shape of the modifications. This compar-
ison is employed to calculate the intensity threshold leading to
amorphization, which equals 2.5 · 1014 ± 0.4 · 1014 W/cm2.

The present chapter is identical to the journal paper "Morphology of single picosecond

pulse subsurface laser-induced modifications of sapphire and subsequent selective etching" by

L. Capuano, R. Pohl, R.M. Tiggelaar, J.W. Berenschot, J.G.E. Gardeniers and G.R.B.E. Römer

published in "Optics express" 26, no 22 (2018): 29283-29295. To clarify and discuss some topics

in this published paper, footnotes have been added to this chapter. This chapter addresses

research objectives 2 and 3, as defined in section 1.3.

4.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Single crystal sapphire (α-Al2O3) is remarkably hard (9 on the Mohs scale [1]),
chemically inert and shows a wide band gap [2]. Sapphire can be used as a
substrate material in applications like Gallium Nitride based light emitting
diodes (LEDs, [3–8]) and silicon-on-sapphire devices [9], but it is also used
for waveguides [10], and in the field of microfluidics [11–13].
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Processing of sapphire has been investigated widely by means of dry etch-
ing—i.e. plasma etching [6; 14–16], wet etching [5; 8; 17] and mechanical
processing like diamond blade sawing [18]. Although the capabilities of such
methods have been demonstrated, these techniques are applicable to surface
processing only.

As sapphire shows a large band gap, it is transparent1 to laser light with
wavelengths ranging from about 0.3 µm to about 5 µm [19], which, in turn,
allows the laser beam to be focused below the surface.

When exposed to ultra-short pulsed laser radiation, with pulse durations in
the picosecond and femtosecond regime, crystalline sapphire is amorphized
due to the absorbed laser energy [20]. Hence, an amorphized volume enclosed
in the crystalline bulk is formed. When exposed to an aqueous solution of
hydrofluoric acid (HF), amorphous sapphire can be etched significantly faster
than crystalline sapphire (selectivity 105 [20]). Hence, a two-step process, in
which sapphire is first exposed to intense laser radiation and subsequently
(selectively) etched in HF, allows the fabrication of subsurface structures—i.e.
embedded in the bulk of sapphire substrates [11–13; 20–24].

This two-step fabrication method has been extensively studied using fem-
tosecond pulsed laser sources, studying the effects of single pulse exposure
[20; 25; 26] or showing the possibilities of this method in the field of microflu-
idics or 3D subtractive manufacturing in general [11; 13; 21].

Unfortunately, only few authors have investigated the characteristics of the
method and the resulting armorphous modifications when applying picosec-
ond laser pulses [12]. Although more affected by complications due to the
heat accumulation, picosecond laser sources are typically more competitive
in terms of price and generally more industrially available than femtosecond
laser sources. Juodkazis et al. [20; 27] state that laser pulse durations above
1 ps induce extensive crack formation, which is attributed to heat accumu-
lation due to high pulse rates. Unfortunately, the authors do not show the
extent of these cracks experimentally in sapphire. When carefully tuning the
laser parameters heat accumulation and crack formation might be minimized.
Moreover, most authors study the laser-induced modifications realized by
geometrically overlapping laser pulses, resulting in amorphous “channels” in
sapphire [11–13; 20; 21]. In order to exploit the two-step process with pulse
durations in the picosecond regime, first the morphology and features of the
single pulse laser-induced modifications need to be studied.

1 The range of wavelengths at which the transmission is more than 80 %, see also Figure 1.2
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The phenomena responsible for the final morphology of the single picosec-
ond laser modified sapphire can be roughly divided into three main phases:
absorption of laser energy, amorphization of the crystalline sapphire, wet
etching of the amorphized material.

The physical phenomena leading to the absorption of laser light and the
ionization of the atoms in sapphire are complex and highly nonlinear [28].
To trigger the ionization in the material, the electrons on the outer shells
have to gain enough energy to pass from the valence band to the conduction
band, thus surpassing the ionization energy. At intensities in the order of
1014 W/cm2 [29] the material can be ionized [20; 22]. The wavelength used
for this work is 1030 nm; such focused laser pulses have insufficient photon
energy to be linearly absorbed. Considering the band gap of 8.8 eV of sap-
phire, in fact, the wavelength for the linear photon absorption via the band
gap, in bulk sapphire can be calculated using the Planck-Einstein relation in
vacuum λ0=hc0/Eg=0.141µm, where h is the Planck constant, c0 is the speed of
light in vacuum and Eg is the bandgap energy of the sapphire used for the
experiments. Hence, the linear absorption is not possible with IR radiation.
At sufficiently high intensities, though, multiphoton absorption, free carrier
absorption, tunneling ionization and avalanche ionization become dominant
phenomena enhancing absorption [23; 29–31]. These phenomena eventually
cause an avalanche effect leading to the optical breakdown of the material.

The formation of amorphous sapphire is the result of the optical breakdown
of the material near or close to the focus of the laser beam in the bulk of
sapphire. The optical breakdown, in fact, causes a violent “microexplosion”
generating lattice temperatures in the order of 105 K and pressures in the order
of 1012 Pa [22; 32]. The combined effect of ultra-fast cooling and high pressures
triggers formation of amorphous sapphire.

At this stage, when the intensity is high enough, a void may appear enclosed
by the amorphous region. In this phase also cracks are generated around
the modified area. Figure 4.1(b) shows a schematic of a typical cross-section
produced using the described processes, before the etching.

The phenomena associated with selective etching of amorphous sapphire
were proposed by Misawa and Juodkazis [23]: due to a change of the angle in
the bonds of the molecule of Al2O3, the amorphous material becomes more
reactive to etchants such as hydrofluoric acid.

When processing using high numerical aperture (NA) lenses, optical aberra-
tions “deform” the intensity profile of the laser beam in the bulk [33], which
are expected to affect the morphology of the modification, see Fig. Fig. 4.1(a).
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Figure 4.1: (a) The sapphire specimen behaves like a non-corrected lens in the path of
the focusing beam and the morphology of the modifications will change
depending on the depth of focusing below the surface. (b) After the irradi-
ation, a modified volume is created, enclosed inside the crystalline phase
(light blue), which consists of amorphous material (dark blue). Depending
on the experimental parameters, a void (black) may or may not occur in
the amorphous region. Cracks typically originate from and surround the
modified region.

In this work a detailed parameter study is presented in order to establish
a relation between the laser parameters (pulse energy, focus depth) and the
morphology (shape, length, width) and material transformations of the single-
pulse modifications in the picosecond regime. This involves a detailed analysis
of the cross-sections of modifications induced by single picosecond laser pulses
(at a wavelength of 1030 nm) at various pulse energies and various locations
of the focus below the surface.

A laser source with a fixed pulse duration of 7 ps was chosen for this study.
This pulse duration allows to study the effects of pulses longer than 1 ps, but
is still short enough to qualify as a duration in the ultrashort pulse regime.

Besides the laser-induced material changes (amorphization and crack for-
mation), the effect of etching is studied.

A simulation tool was used to calculate the optical laser intensity profile
inside the bulk of sapphire. These profiles are compared to shape and size
of experimentally obtained shape and dimension of unetched modifications,
from which the laser intensity threshold leading to amorphization can be
derived.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the experimental set-up used for the experiments

4.2 M AT E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

4.2.1 Materials

Crystalline (0001-orientation along C-plane) sapphire wafers of 2” in diameter
and a thickness of 430 µm, supplied by Crystec, Germany are used. Both the
top and bottom surface of these substrates are polished to optical quality by
the manufacturer.

4.2.2 Laser set-up

A Yb:YAG laser source (TruMicro5050 of Trumpf, Germany) emitting pulses of
7 ps of linearly polarized light at a central wavelength of 1030 nm is used, see 1
in Fig. 4.2. The power density profile of the laser beam is nearly Gaussian (M2

<1.3). A λ /2 wave plate (2 in Fig. 4.2), a polarizing beam splitter (3 in Fig. 4.2),
and a beam dump (4 in Fig. 4.2) are used as an attenuator, allowing to vary the
pulse energy. A microscope objective (type 11101666 of Leica Microsystems,
Germany), corrected for a 100 µm thick coverslip of silicon (refractive index
n=3.55) and with a numerical aperture of 0.7 is used to focus the laser beam to
a diameter of 0.9 µm (calculated), see 9 in Fig. 4.2. The medium between the
objective and the sample is air. A beam splitter (50% -50% , 5 in Fig. 4.2) and a
tube lens (focal length 75 mm, 6 in Fig. 4.2) are used to image light, originating
from the substrate, on a CMOS camera (DCC1545M of Thorlabs, Germany, 7
in Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.3: Schematic process sequence: (a) first, the sample is irradiated to form a
pattern (array) of single modifications in rows, repeated at different depths
beneath the surface of the sapphire specimen. Here, two rows are shown.
The deepest row is formed first, (b) after laser processing the substrate is
polished to remove bulk material (red in the graph) in order to “expose”
cross-sections of the modifications.

These components allow to position the focus of the laser beam relative to
the surface of the substrate. The sample is mounted on a vacuum chuck, which
is positioned in the xy-plane by servo-controlled stages (UPS-150 of Physik
Instrumente, Germany) with a resolution (minimum incremental motion) of
15 nm and bidirectional repeatability of ± 35 nm. The objective (9 in Fig. 4.2)
is also positioned by a servo-controlled stage (M-511 of Physik Instrumente,
Germany) with a resolution of 50 nm and bidirectional repeatability of ± 200
nm. The laser experiments are carried out in a cleanroom environment (class
ISO 8, air exchange rate of 6 times per hour, temperature of 21◦ C, relative
humidity of 40% ).

4.2.3 Analysis tools

Cross-sections of laser-induced modifications in sapphire are imaged by Scan-
ning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using a JSM-7200F SEM of JEOL (Japan).

4.2.4 Methods

Numerous “rows” of single pulse modifications were produced at different
depths below the surface (z-direction in Fig. 4.3 (a)) of the substrate, at dif-
ferent pulse energies. The horizontal distance (in y-direction) between each
modification in a row was set to about 10 µm. Four pulse energy levels were
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analyzed: 4.0 µJ, 7.5 µJ, 10.0 µJ and 18.0 µJ respectively. To prevent optical
effects induced by laser processing (too) close to the edge(s) of the sapphire
substrate, the laser beam was focused at least at a distance 5 mm from the edges
of the sample. Moreover, in order to avoid optical “disturbances” originating
from modifications produced above, the first row of pulses was produced by
positioning the focus of the laser beam at a distance of 400 µm below the sur-
face. Subsequent rows of modifications were produced at increments of 30 µm
(along z direction in Fig. 4.3) above the first row. By doing so, modifications
were produced from 400 µm to as close as 0 µm below the surface.

The polarization of the laser was set perpendicular to the scanning direction.
After irradiation, the sample was cut with a diamond scribe to allow cross-

sectional analysis. After cutting, the edge of the substrate was polished, using
a Struers Tegramin polishing device, to approximately the center of the sin-
gle modifications in the zx-plane, see Fig. 4.3 (b). Best polishing results were
obtained by the use of silicon carbide sandpapers for the grinding and subse-
quent steps of finer diamond pastes (down to 1 µm).

This methodology proved to be a quite elaborated exercise, that inevitably
limited the amount of data available for the analysis.

Next, the samples were cleaned in ultrasonic bath with isopropanol and
the modifications were analyzed by SEM. The amorphous material in the
SEM micrograph appears darker with a different texture than the surrounding
crystalline material.

After that, the substrate was immersed in a 50% hydrofluoric acid aqueous
solution (BASF, Germany) for about 20 minutes. Subsequently, studying the
SEM micrographs allowed a comparison of the unetched and etched modi-
fications. In this way the dimensions of the former amorphous regions were
confirmed.

Presented SEM images are characteristic, since obtained data is reproducible.

4.2.5 Simulations

The software tool PSF Lab [34] was used to calculate the electromagnetic
field induced by a laser beam focused inside sapphire, which is based on
the illumination point spread function. Input parameters to the simulation
tool were the refractive index of sapphire (n=1.75 at a wavelength of 1030 nm
[35]), properties of the focusing objective (numerical aperture, the fact that
it is corrected for a coverslip of 100 µm thick silicon, but which is not used
in the experiments), the intensity profile of the incoming collimated beam
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(and the fill factor of the lens), and the distance of the objective relative to the
top surface of the sapphire. The software was used to simulate the effect of
the location of the focus (inside the bulk) on the intensity profile in the bulk.
It should be emphasized that the simulation does not include any physical
model of phenomena associated with the absorption of laser radiation. The
tool calculates normalized two dimensional cross-sections of the intensity
distributions of the electromagnetic field inside sapphire. These fields are
rotationally symmetric around the propagation axis of the laser beam and
were converted into a three-dimensional profile, using MATLAB. Next, the
intensity profile was calculated by squaring the absolute electric field in every
node in the simulation grid, so |E|2. Finally, the intensity profile was scaled in
order to match with the laser pulse energy used in the experiments. Comparing
the simulation results to the experimental morphology of the modifications,
allows to conclude whether the shape and size of the modifications are mainly
the result of the beam profile inside the sapphire, or by phenomena associated
with the absorption of laser radiation.

4.3 R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

4.3.1 The effect of pulse energy on morphology of modifications

Figure 4.4 shows SEM images of typical modifications, consisting of amor-
phized sapphire, induced by single laser pulses at four pulse energy levels:
4.0 µJ, 7.5 µJ, 10.0 µJ and 18.0 µJ respectively. These modifications are all
located at the same depth below the surface of the sample—i.e. at 30 µm be-
low the surface. Note that, to highlight the details of each modification, the
SEM pictures were taken using different magnifications. From these and other,
not shown SEM images, it was found, that modifications only occur if the
pulse energy is above a threshold of 4 µJ, see Fig. 4.4(a). As can be observed
from Fig. 4.4, all modifications are elliptically shaped, with the major axis
coaxially aligned to the propagation axis of the laser beam. Bulk processing
of sapphire is affected by spherical aberrations. The specimen, in this case,
acts as a “non-corrected lens” in the path of the laser beam. Increasing the
depth of processing causes the stretching of the focal spot (mainly in the z
direction), thus, reducing the applied intensity. It can be concluded from Fig.
4.4 that, the length and width, and therefore the volume of the modifications,
increase with the increasing pulse energy. At pulse energies of about 7.5 µJ
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Figure 4.4: SEM micrographs of typical modifications (not etched) induced by single
7 ps laser pulses at 30 µm below the sapphire surface, applying various
pulse energies (Ep). On top, for an easy comparison, the micrographs are
presented using the same scale. On bottom, to highlight the details of each
modification, the pictures have different magnifications (see scale bars).
The debris shown in (b) is a polishing particle. The laser beam propagated
from top to bottom.

and higher, a void is observed in the upper center of the amorphized region,
see Fig. 4.4(b)-(d).

The position of the void is mainly influenced by absorption phenomena and
will be discussed in section 4.3.4. It was found that the length—i.e. longest
dimension (from top to bottom of the pictures in Fig. 4.4 of single modifica-
tions vary from 1.10 µm (for Ep=4 µJ) to 11.30 µm (for Ep=18 µJ). The short
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Figure 4.5: SEM micrographs of typical modifications (not etched) induced by single
by 7 ps laser pulses at various depths (depth of processing, DP) below
the surface of sapphire, at a fixed pulse energy of 10 µJ. The laser beam
propagated from top to bottom.

dimension, horizontal in the pictures, varied from 0.62 (for Ep=4 µJ) µm to
1.60 µm (for Ep=18 µJ).

4.3.2 The effect of focus depth on morphology of modifications

Figure 4.5 shows SEM images of typical modifications, consisting of amor-
phized sapphire, induced below the surface, by single laser pulses at a fixed
pulse energy of 10 µJ, but at four different focus depths: 10 µm, 30 µm, 100
µm and 200 µm respectively. This pulse energy proved to be sufficiently high
to modify the bulk at relatively large depths, allowing to study the effect of
spherical aberrations in detail.

It was found that, at processing depths of about 100 µm or more, a void
no longer occurs within the amorphized region, see Figs. 4.5 (c) and (d). It
was found that the length—i.e. longest dimension of the modifications varied
from 2.3 µm (for a depth of 10 µm) to 5.9 µm (for a depth of 200 µm). The short
dimension (width) varied from 1.01 (for a depth of 10 µm) to 0.42 µm (for a
depth of 200 µm).
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4.3.3 Cracks

The presence of cracks was observed even at the lowest pulse energy of 4 µJ.
Varying the depth of processing or the applied pulse energy we found to have
a similar effect on the presence (and extension) of the cracks. This suggests
that the phenomenon is mainly influenced by the applied intensity. At high
intensity, cracks are large and propagating through the material. The most
frequent type of crack is displayed in Fig. 4.6 (a), propagating from the bottom
of the modification and extending in the direction of the longest dimension of
the modification (vertical in the picture). This type of cracks was found for all
the energies per pulse analyzed, growing in size typically from 800 nm (4 µJ
at 30 µm depth) to tens of microns for higher intensities.

In the case of a pulse energy of 18 µJ (Fig. 4.6 (b)), cracks extended to
neighboring modifications. It is assumed that, given the distribution of the
modifications inside the bulk of the material, this effect is similar to what was
shown by Izawa et al. in [36], where cracks propagate via other close cracks.
When a low intensity is applied, and the focus is close to the surface of the
substrate, the crack length is similar to the width (shortest dimension of the
modification) see Fig. 4.6 (c).

As mentioned, cracks are considered to be caused by thermal effects in
particular for pulse durations longer than one ps. However, the cracks shown
in Fig. 4.6 (c), are similar to the cracks observed by Juodkazis et al. [22] for fem-
tosecond pulsed processing, where single pulse modifications are surrounded
by cracks of the size of the modifications themselves (about 0.1 µm).

4.3.4 Simulation and experimental validation

Figure 4.7 shows three examples of a comparison of the cross sectional mor-
phology of laser-induced modifications (SEM microgaphs) with “cross-sections”
of calculated 2D laser intensity profiles (contour plots), using PSF Lab, for
three processing depths and two pulse energies. As can be observed from
Fig. 4.7 , the “shape” of the modifications matches well with the shapes of
the calculated intensity profiles. From these comparisons, it can be found
that, when averaged over 10 measurements at different depths and energies
(from these and other not shown SEM micrographs), the modification intensity
threshold value for sapphire equals 2.5 · 1014 ± 0.4 · 1014 W/cm2. This value
matches well with the threshold of 1013-1014 W/cm2 found in literature for fem-
tosecond processing of sapphire [20; 29]. The high standard deviation of the
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Figure 4.6: Cracks induced by single by 7 ps laser pulses at various depths (depth of
processing, DP) below the surface of sapphire and various pulse energies
(Ep). The laser beam propagated from top to bottom. To show the details
of the modifications, they were imaged at different magnifications, see
scale bars.

intensity threshold value (± 0.4 · 1014 W/cm2) is attributed to the fact that the
determination of the dimensions of the single modifications is limited by the
accuracy of the polishing process. In addition, the amount and magnitude of
cracks, induced by energy laser pulses, bias the measurements. Nevertheless,
the comparison (shown in Fig. 4.7 ) shows a strong correlation between the
shape of the modification and the laser beam intensity profile in the sapphire,
caused by spherical aberration.

The void is always found above the center of the modification (towards
the impinging laser beam) and not in the center of the calculated maximum
intensity. This phenomenon is attributed to the front of excited electrons, which
travel in the opposite direction of the beam, spreading the excited electron
density and the absorbed laser energy towards that direction [37].

Using PSF lab and MATLAB, the modification intensity threshold was used
to calculate the length of the laser-induced modifications as function of the
pulse energy and the locations of the focus below surface, see Figure 4.8.

In this figure, the central curve of each region represents the value calculated
using the modification threshold of 2.5 · 1014 W/cm2. The top and bottom curve
of each colored area represent the standard deviation (± 0.4 · 1014 W/cm2)
relative to the average threshold value of 2.5 · 1014 W/cm2. The diamond
shaped markers are data points as derived from SEM micrographs.
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Figure 4.7: Three SEM micrographs of modifications obtained at different processing
conditions and overlaid calculated 2D laser intensity profiles (contour
plots). To highlight the details of the comparison of the experimental data
and the calculated data, the images were cropped and show different
magnification in vertical and horizontal directions (see scale bars). The
laser beam propagated from top to bottom.

It can be concluded from this graph that, for low pulse energies (pink
curve), the intensity is not enough to induce modifications. That is, the curve
associated with the 4 µJ (in pink) is only appearing for the lowest modification
threshold and only up to about 100 µm focus depth. The curves for 7.5 µJ (in
blue) are also “interrupted” for the same reason. For pulse energies of 10 µJ
and 18 µJ, the curves are only shown up to a focus depth of about 220 µm—i.e.
deeper focus locations result in modifications which are often “disrupted” and
difficult to measure.

The measured modification lengths follow the trends of the simulation
curves. That is, both the measured and simulated length show a minimum
length at a focus depth of about 50 µm. At this focus depth, the objective lens
is designed to compensate for the aberrations (about half of the theoretical
value specified for silicon). For larger focus depths, the stretching of the inten-
sity profile (caused by the aberrations) and the related loss of intensity play
opposite roles in the final dimension of the modifications. That is, stretching
of the profile results in an increase of the length of the modification, but the
loss of intensity decreases the length.

As can be observed from Fig. 4.8 , the simulation values underestimate the
measured length of the modifications. This can be attributed to the fact that the
simulations do not take absorption phenomena and the effects of the material
heating into account. In fact, nonlinear absorption phenomena could cause an
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Figure 4.8: The four areas (pink, blue, yellow, red, green for the overlapping area
between blue and yellow) represent the length of the amorphized regions
(including the confidence intervals) calculated using PSF tool varying
the depth below the surface of the specimen. The plot lines are for easy
visualization of the trends; the actual graphs were made by single points
for each depth. The diamond shaped markers represent the measured
values.

increment in the size of the modification. The same phenomena can cause the
void to “move” up towards the incident laser beam. Self-focusing caused by
Kerr effect, however, can be excluded because the critical power threshold to
trigger this effect is calculated as [25]

Pcrit =
λ2

0
2πn0n2

(4.1)

where λ0 is the wavelength, n0 the linear refractive index [1] and n2 the
nonlinear refractive index [38]. Pcrit is at least one order of magnitude bigger
than the peak power calculated for the experimental conditions.
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The presence of large cracks (in particular in the case of a pulse energy of
18 µJ) also biases the measurements of the modifications, thereby causing the
measured length to be larger than the length derived from simulated profiles.

Similar results can be found—and conclusions can be drawn— when com-
paring the measured width of modifications, to the width derived from the
intensity simulations.

4.3.5 Morphology of etched amorphous sapphire

Figure 4.9: SEM micrographs of a modification produced by a 7 ps pulse at a pulse
energy of 10 µJ, and a focus location at 30 µm below the sapphire surface,
(a) before and (b) after etching for 20 min in stagnant 50% aqueous solution
of hydrofluoric acid at room temperature.

Using the procedure discussed in section 4.2.4, the cross-sectioned samples
were etched in order to remove amorphous sapphire. As an example, Fig. 4.9
shows SEM micrographs of the same modification before and after etching. It
was found that the dimensions of the modifications, delimited by the border
between crystalline and amorphous, before and after etching were unchanged.
That is, the etching process completely removes the amorphous material. This
explains why the void, surrounded by the formerly amorphous material (see
Fig 4.1(b)), is not observed anymore. This leaves an “empty structure” . Note
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that the boundary between crystalline and formerly amorphous is remarkably
smooth. These results are very similar to what has been reported by Juodkazis
et al. [20; 22] for femtosecond laser processing. In addition, also in the case of
picosecond processing, the etching does not have any observable effect on the
cracks surrounding the modification.

4.4 C O N C L U S I O N S

In contrast to femtosecond laser sources, picosecond pulsed laser sources
are generally regarded as unsuitable in a two-step method involving laser-
induced amorphization of bulk sapphire and subsequent chemical wet etching.
To study the effect of picosecond irradiation on single pulse modifications, a
study has been performed using a 7 ps infrared (1030 nm) laser, varying the
energy per pulse (4 µJ to 18 µJ) and the depth of processing (from 0 µm to 400
µm). Both the shape and properties of the modifications were observed.

The shapes and dimensions of the modifications obtained are in line with
results found when using femtosecond laser pulses. Like in femtosecond laser
processing, we found a relation between the appearance of a void inside the
amorphized region and the applied intensity.

A qualitative study on the cracking phenomena was performed, showing
that, for low levels of intensity, cracks do originate from the laser-induced
modification, but these cracks are limited in extension and resembled the
cracks found in literature for femtosecond single pulse modifications.

The shapes of the modification were related to optical laser intensity profiles
calculated using the illumination Point Spread Function (PSF). The relation
allows to predict the shape of the single modifications in sapphire as function
of the pulse energy and as function of the focus location (depth) below the sur-
face of the sample. It was found that the laser intensity modification threshold
above which sapphire amorphizes equals 2.5 · 1014 ± 0.4 · 1014 W/cm2.

Finally, it was found that hydrofluoric etching is affecting only the amor-
phous material, without causing observable changes on the crystalline sap-
phire.

Based on this study, we conclude that when carefully tuning processing
parameters, picosecond pulsed laser sources can be applied for amorphization
and selective wet chemical etching of sapphire.
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I N S A P P H I R E U S I N G F E M T O S E C O N D I N F R A R E D
L A S E R P U L S E S A N D S E L E C T I V E E T C H I N G

A B S T R A C T This paper analyses laser and etching parameters to
fabricate open and continuous microchannels and stacks of such
microchannels in the bulk of crystalline sapphire ( α-Al2O3). The
structures are produced using a two-step method consisting of
laser irradiation and selective etching. Infrared femtosecond laser
pulses are focused in the bulk to locally render the crystalline ma-
terial into amorphous. The amorphous material is, then, selectively
etched in hydrofluoric acid. Amorphous sapphire shows a high
etching selectivity in comparison to its crystalline state, which
makes this material very attractive for a use with this technique.
However, some of its properties make the processing challenging,
especially during the laser-induced amorphization phase. This
paper studies the effect of laser parameters by a step- by-step
approach to fabricate long structures (longest dimensions up to
millimeters) of different shapes inside the bulk of sapphire. The
minimum cross-sectional dimensions of the resulting structures
(microchannels) vary from few hundreds of nanometers for the
smallest channels to tens of micrometers for the largest stacks of
microchannels. The effect of the variation of repetition rate, pulse
energy and channel-to-channel distance on the microchannels and
stacks of microchannels is studied. SEM micrographs of polished
cross-sections are used for performing a quantitative and qual-
itative analysis of the morphology of the structures after laser
irradiation and, subsequently, after selective wet chemical etching.

The present chapter is identical to the journal paper "Fabrication of millimeter-long structures

in sapphire using femtosecond infrared laser pulses and selective etching." by L. Capuano, R.M.

Tiggelaar, J.W. Berenschot, J.G.E. Gardeniers and G.R.B.E. Römer published in Optics and Lasers

in Engineering 133 (2020): 106114. This chapter addresses research objectives 2 and 3 as defined

in section 1.3.
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5.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Crystalline sapphire (α -Al2O3) is nowadays used as construction component
or base material in many sectors of science and technology. The hardness of
sapphire (9 on the Mohs scale [1]) and its transparency in the visible spectrum
(from 450 nm to 2000 nm [2]), together with other physical and chemical
properties make the material suitable in many applications in the fields of
semiconductors (particularly with high efficiency Gallium Nitride LEDs [3–10],
and in photonics in general [11–14].

Processing of sapphire has been demonstrated using different methods:
direct laser writing [15; 16], mechanical sawing [17], dry (plasma etching
[18–20]) and wet etching ([21–24]). In this manuscript we study a two-step
method consisting of laser irradiation of crystalline sapphire with consequent
modification of the exposed material into amorphized material and successive
selective removal of the latter by wet etching.

Due to the transparency of sapphire, the laser beam can be focused inside
the bulk. If femtosecond or picosecond laser pulses are used with intensities
in the order of 1013-1014 W/cm2 [25; 26], absorbed laser energy [27] leads to the
amorphization of the crystalline sapphire. Amorphous sapphire is selectively
etchable by hydrofluoric acid (HF) at a 105 faster rate than crystalline [25; 26;
28–31]. If the material is exposed to several, overlapping laser pulses, it is
possible to create regions and volumes of amorphized material.

Figure 5.1 (a) shows a cross-sectional model of a single microchannel in
the bulk of sapphire, which forms the targeted basic shape for this study.
Such structures can be exploited for, e.g. microfluidic devices in the form of
millimeter long hollow microchannels. More complex shapes can be created
by superposition of microchannels.

However, when laser pulses are geometrically overlapping with the aim to
form large amorphized structures – such as one-dimensional modified lines
(made by amorphous material, before etching)– a series of phenomena may
affect the formation and morphology of the amorphous sapphire. The latter,
in turn, affects the solubility of the formed material.

In fact, publications on etched channels in sapphire, often report cross-
sections in which, after the wet chemical etching, the obtained structure is not
completely hollow [11; 21; 32; 33]. That is, in these structures hollow/open
regions, where amorphized sapphire is dissolved, can be found, as well as
crystalline/unetched regions. These latter regions can be characterized by se-
ries of parallel nanochannels, see Fig. 5.1 (b), or by discontinued and irregular
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Figure 5.1: Cross-sectional model of the types of structures which can be obtained
using the two step technique, after etching: (a) hollow/empty microchan-
nel, (b) series of parallel nanochannels, (c) discontinued and irregular
structures.

structures Fig. 5.1 (c). In 2008, Juodkazis et al. [32] studied this phenomenon
and showed that overlapping single pulse modifications causes recrystalliza-
tion of the amorphized material, which makes it non-etchable by an acid
like HF. On the other hand, Gottmann et al. [21] showed the change in mor-
phology of cross-sections of channels obtained with this method, and found
that the results of laser irradiation and wet etching depend mainly on laser
parameters and focusing conditions. More specifically, the authors showed
that, within a range of parameters (mainly numerical aperture and energy
per pulse) the cross-section of channels either show a series of amorphized
parallel nanochannels (Fig. 5.1(b)), or hollow channels (Fig. 5.1(a)).

Both Juodkazis et al. [32] and Gottmann et al. [21] studied the effect of
only a limited number of processing parameters. Despite these results, until
now, a well-ordered study regarding the main factors playing a role on the
final morphology of the irradiated lines and other structures (formed by
overlapping lines) in the bulk of sapphire is lacking in the literature. A wider
investigation is needed, in fact, to understand the problem and have a general
view of which specific conditions determine the final shape and appearance
and how to tune the settings to obtain exact and distinct types of channels.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the set-up used during the laser irradiation phase of the
experiments.

5.2 E X P E R I M E N TA L S E T- U P A N D A N A LY S I S T O O L S

Figure 5.2 shows a schematic of the set-up used for the laser irradiation
experiments presented in this work.

A KMLabs Y-Fi femtosecond laser source was used, which emits a linearly
polarized laser beam at a central wavelength of λ =1035 nm. The pulse duration
of this source is 230 f s, measured with an autocorrelator (APE Berlin Pulse
Check, Germany). Heat transmission phenomena inside the lattice of sapphire
occur on a time scale in the order of tens of picoseconds [34]. Hence, the
selected ultrashort pulse duration limits the heat transmission inside the
sample during the laser pulse. The spatial distribution of the laser beam is
nearly Gaussian (M2 < 1.2).

Since the laser source does not offer the option of changing the repetition
rate to less than 1 MHz, an electro-optic modulator (EOM, Model 360-80
by Conoptics, USA) is mounted after the laser source for pulse picking. A
beam attenuator (Ultrafast Version, Altechna, Lithuania) is used to set the
pulse energy of the laser pulses. A microscope objective (11101666, Leica
Microsystems, Germany, NA = 0.7) is used to focus the beam to a spot of
about 0.9 µm diameter (calculated). The microscope objective is mounted on a
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linear stage (ATS100, Aerotech USA), which moves the lens in the z-direction,
allowing the focal spot of the laser beam to be positioned relative to the surface
of the sample. The sample is fixed with a vacuum chuck on xy-stages (ALS130-
150, Aerotech USA). The microscope objective is also used as magnifying
element for imaging, that is, the light reflected by the sample passes again
through the objective and a tube lens to arrive finally on a CMOS camera
(DCC1545, Thorlabs, USA). This alignment facilitates the positioning of the
focal spot in the bulk (z-direction) of the sample as well as in the xy-plane.
It also allows to observe the progress and quality of the irradiation during
machining.

After irradiation, the samples are inspected using an optical microscope
(Keyence VHX 5000, Japan), as well as using a Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM, JEOL JSM 7200F, Japan). After HF-etching, samples are analyzed at the
same positions as after irradiation.

5.3 M AT E R I A L S A N D M E T H O D S

5.3.1 Materials

Circular sapphire wafers (2 inches in diameter) with a thickness of 430 µm and
crystal orientation (0001), purchased from Crystech GmbH (Germany), were
used. The circular samples were cut into rectangularly shaped (of various
sizes) strips for easier handling.

The wet chemical etchant, hydrofluoric acid aqueous solution 50% (BASF,
Germany) was used at room temperature.

5.3.2 Methods

To investigate one directional structures, the sample is moved in one direction
(x or y in Figure 5.3), while exposing the sample to single femtosecond laser.
This results in a modified line/track, see Figure 5.3 (a).

The laser beam is focused inside the bulk of sapphire at about 50 µm below
the top surface of a specimen. The velocity v of the stage is kept constant at
1 mm/s. By varying the pulse repetition rate of the laser source, the geometrical
overlap between the laser pulses can be varied.

In order to produce stacks of lines, as is shown in Figure 5.3 (b), the approach
for single lines is applied repeatedly. That is, stacks of lines are produced
by overlapping single modified parallel tracks. The geometrical overlap of
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Figure 5.3: (a) Single lines are produced by exposing the sample to laser pulses, while
translating the sample at a constant velocity of v = 1 mm/s. (b) A stack of
microlines is created by laterally overlapping single lines.

adjacent tracks is limited by the minimal incremental step of the xy stage,
which equals about 50 nm. Since the smallest cross-sectional dimension is
about 600 nm, it is possible to vary the lateral geometrical overlap between
adjacent lines from 90% down to separated lines (no overlap).

Geometrical overlap is defined as the percentage of the overlap of diameters
of adjacent pulses and is calculated as:

OL = (1− v
f · D )× 100,

Where v is the scanning speed of the XY stage, f the pulse repetition rate of
the laser source and D is the (calculated) diameter of the focal spot.

All the line-based structures are irradiated close to an edge of the specimen
for easy inspection. Table 5.1 provides an overview of the range of the other
laser parameters.

Cross-sections of the structures were obtained by grinding the sample along
the direction shown in Figure 5.4, and removing enough sapphire to expose
the amorphous material. Subsequently, for ease of inspection of the cross-
sections, the sample was polished to optical quality (average roughness Ra<5
nm). Grinding and polishing were carried out using a Tegramin (Struers,
Netherlands) polishing apparatus using silicon carbide papers for the grinding
and diamond pastes for the polishing, with progressive finer steps.

After polishing, the cross-section of each line is inspected by SEM and ana-
lyzed. Afterwards, the irradiated samples are immersed in 50% HF for about 2
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Figure 5.4: Optical microscopy image (top view) of channels and stacks of channels
obtained after irradiation and etching in HF at room temperature for about
2 hours. To expose the (amorphized) channels and study the cross-sections,
samples are grinded and polished.

Table 5.1: Set of experimental parameters.

Laser Polarization
// Parallel to the direction of irradiation

⊥ Perpendicular to the direction of irradiation

Pulse repetition rate
0.001 MHz, 0.010 MHz, 0.050 MHz, 0.100 MHz, 0.200 MHz, 0.500 MHz,

1 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz

Laser pulse energy
94.5 nJ, 234 nJ, 457 nJ for repetition rates: 0.001 MHz ≤ f ≤ 1 MHz

18.9 nJ, 46.8 nJ, 91.4 nJ for repetition rates: 5 MHz ≤ f ≤ 15 MHz

No. of stacked lines 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256

hours to dissolve the amorphous material. After rinsing in demineralized wa-
ter and drying, SEM inspection of the cross-sections of formed microchannels
(and stacks), at the same locations, is performed.
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Figure 5.5: SEM micrographs of a typical cross-section of a single modified line (a)
after laser irradiation at a laser pulse energy of 457 nJ and a repetition rate
of 0.010 MHz and (b) after 2 hours etching in hydrofluoric acid at room
temperature. The irradiation was performed along the direction parallel
to the polarization of the laser beam. The laser radiates from top to bottom
of the picture. Linear velocity of the stage was v = 1 mm/s, geometrical
pulse to pulse overlap (calculated) OL= 90 %.

5.4 R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

Figure 5.5 shows the general features of a typical cross-section before (i.e. line)
and after (i.e. channel) the wet etching step.

As can be observed from this figure, the shape of the cross-section of the
modified line after laser irradiation generally follows the original shape of
the laser focal spot. In Figure 5.5 (a) amorphized sapphire appears darker in
the SEM micrographs than crystalline sapphire. As was mentioned in section
5.1, the amorphous region is not homogeneous in many cases. That is, the
laser-affected volume shows both amorphous regions and crystalline regions.
For this reason, the cross-sections of channels obtained after the etching in
Figure 5.5 (b) fall in the model in Figure 5.1 (c).

The “microexplosions” caused by the absorption of the laser energy [26] in
a very short time are causing cracking of the crystalline sapphire. As will be
shown in the next paragraphs, most of the modified lines are surrounded by
cracks which may change in length from few hundreds of nanometers up to
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Figure 5.6: SEM micrograph of a cross-section of a single modified line obtained using
a pulse energy Ep= 91.4 nJ and a pulse repetition rate of f=15 MHz. The
irradiation was performed along the direction perpendicular to the polar-
ization of the laser beam. At a high energy per pulse and high repetition
rates a void can appear near the top of the laser-affected volume. The laser
radiated from top to bottom of the picture. Linear velocity of the stage was
v = 1 mm/s, geometrical pulse to pulse overlap (calculated) OL= 99.999
%.

millimeters, depending mainly on the pulse energy and the repetition rate.
These cracks are not modified in size and morphology by the etching process.

Moreover, at high repetition rates (typically 15 MHz) and high pulse ener-
gies (typically 91.4 nJ), the presence of small voids may be observed in the
cross-sections of the lines (i.e. prior to etching) as well, see Figure 5.6.

As mentioned, the linear velocity of the XY stages moving the sample was
1 mm/s, whereas the pulse repetition rate was varied from 0.001 MHz to
15 MHz, corresponding respectively to geometrical pulse to pulse overlaps
ranging from 0% (completely separated single modifications) to 99.999% .

5.4.1 Structures parallel or perpendicular to the polarization of the laser light

The cross-sectional shape of the irradiated and etched structures is affected
by the angle between the (linear) polarization direction of the laser radiation
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Figure 5.7: SEM micrographs (top row) and zoomed SEM micrographs (bottom row)
of cross-sections of modified lines (non-etched) after irradiation obtained
using: (a) f=0.1 MHz and Ep=94.5 nJ, (b) 1 MHz and Ep=94.5 nJ, (c) 5 MHz
and Ep=91.4 nJ, (d) 10 MHz and Ep=91.4 nJ. The amorphized parallel
nanochannels increase in size and number with increasing pulse repeti-
tion rate. In all the pictures the sample is irradiated along the direction
perpendicular to the polarization of the laser. The laser radiated from top
to bottom of the picture. Linear velocity of the stage was v = 1 mm/s,
geometrical pulse to pulse overlap (calculated) varied from OL = 99.0 %
for f=0.100 MHz to OL = 99.990 % for 10 MHz.

[21; 29; 35–37] and the direction of irradiation (direction along which the stage
moves).

Hnatovsky et al. [36] demonstrated that modifying the bulk of fused silica
using linearly polarized laser pulses results in periodic structures oriented in
a direction perpendicular to the irradiation direction.

Taylor et al. [38] explained the formation, during processing, of periodic
structures perpendicular to the polarization of the laser radiation, using the
transient nanoplasmonics model. This model theorizes the formation of ion-
ization hotspots during the irradiation by ultrashort laser pulses, which even-
tually induces plasma. These hotspots may lead to a preferential local ioniza-
tion of the material. In particular, field enhancement on the boundary of the
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generated ionized spots facilitates the generation of plasma in the direction
perpendicular to the polarization of the laser light.

To study the effect of the orientation of the polarization on the irradiated
lines and etched channels, structures were produced both parallel and perpen-
dicular to the polarization of the laser radiation.

If the laser polarization is perpendicular to the scan-direction of the stage,
the presence of parallel nanochannels is observed in the focal region (Figure
5.1 (b)), which are not observed if the irradiation direction is parallel to the po-
larization direction. These regular amorphized parallel nanolines are observed
for pulse repetition rates over 0.1 MHz and are more pronounced when a
repetition rate of at least 1 MHz is applied, see Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.8: SEM micrograph of a cross-section of a single irradiated line (non-etched)
obtained using Ep= 91.4 nJ and f=15 MHz along the direction perpen-
dicular to the polarization of the laser beam before etching. The laser
radiates from top to bottom of the picture. Linear velocity of the stage was
v = 1 mm/s, geometrical pulse to pulse overlap (calculated) OL= 99.999
%.

Upon increasing the repetition rate, an increase in both horizontal and
vertical dimension of the cross sections and in the number of nanolines per
area is observed. However, at a pulse repetition rate of 15 MHz, a circular
shape is observed frequently, see Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.9: SEM micrographs of cross-sections after irradiation of lines and after
etching of channels obtained at different repetition rates: (a) f=0.001 MHz,
(b) 0.010 MHz, (c) 0.050 MHz, (d) 0.100 MHz, (e) 0.200 MHz, (f) 0.500
MHz, (g) 1 MHz, (h) 5 MHz, (i) 10 MHz, (l) 15 MHz. The laser radiated
the samples from top to bottom of the pictures. Linear velocity of the stage
was v = 1 mm/s, geometrical pulse to pulse overlap (calculated) varied
from completely detached pulses at f=0.001 MHz = to an overlap OL=
99.999 % at 15 MHz.
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This spherical shape impedes the propagation of the focused laser beam
deeper into the sample. This phenomenon will be explained in detail in section
5.4.2.

Objective of this study is to form hollow/open microchannels and stacks
of hollow/open microchannels. Hence, the origin and growth of parallel
nanolines/nanochannels are out of the scope of this chapter. For this reason, in
the next sections, only results obtained with the irradiation direction parallel
to the polarization of the laser are discussed.

5.4.2 Effect of pulse repetition rate on lines and stacks of lines

Figure 5.9 shows the effects of pulse repetition rate on the cross-sections of
single lines (only irradiation) and channels (after HF-etching of lines). Since
the velocity of the stages is constant at 1 mm/s, the geometrical pitch between
the laser pulses changes from single isolated pulses (at f =0.001 MHz) to a
geometrical overlap of 99.999 % between laser pulses (at f = 15 MHz).

At f =0.001 MHz, the laser pulses are not geometrically overlapping. This is
also reflected in Figure 5.9(a), where a clear cross-section of the line in the focal
region cannot be identified. At 0.010 MHz the geometrical overlap between
the laser pulses is over 80% (overlap calculated when an energy per pulse of
94,5 nJ was used with an effective minimal cross-sectional dimension of 0.6 µm
before and after etching). However, when a repetition rate below f=0.100 MHz
is used (Figure 5.9 (b) and (c)), the obtained irradiated lines show irregular
cross-sections- i.e. amorphous sapphire alternates with crystalline to form an
irregular pattern such as the one seen in Figure 5.1 (c).

This phenomenon may be explained by recrystallization of previously amor-
phized material. That is, even after the first laser pulse, each subsequent,
overlapping laser pulse is irradiating a volume of both crystalline and amor-
phized material. As was reported by Juodkazis et al. [32], this may recrystallize
parts of the amorphized material, leaving it non-soluble by the etchant.

Another hypothesis is that the overlap between pulses is not sufficient to
cause hollow channels with a constant width, because the material amorphized
by previous laser pulses is optically distorting the propagation and profile of
the laser beam. This effect will be discussed more in detail in section 5.4.4.

For pulse repetition rates ranging from f =0.100 MHz to 1 MHz the cross-
sections in Figure 5.9 (d), (e), (f), and (g) show open channels with a constant
cross-section along their length. These are the targeted hollow microchannels
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shown in Figure 5.1 (a). In these figures, the cross-sectional width increases
from 0.6 µm at f =0.100 MHz to 1 µm at 1 MHz.

Figure 5.9 (h), (i), (l) shows that, for pulse repetition rates of 5 MHz and
higher, the cross-sections of lines/channels reveal a disrupted and fragmented
morphology. At these repetition rates large cracks have a strong effect, detri-
mental on the propagation and fluence profile of the incident laser beam, and,
in turn, on the amorphization of the material.

Moreover, at f =15 MHz, the laser-affected regions show a (nearly) circular
shape near the top of the laser affected volume and smaller features below
it, see Figure 5.9 (l), as well as Figure 5.8. This phenomenon can possibly be
associated with the findings of Gamaly et al. [39]. These authors reported the
formation of plasma at the apex of the focal spot during the ionization of the
material both at high repetition rate and at high pulse energies . This plasma
is, most likely, preventing exposure of material below it to the laser radiation.

5.4.3 Effect of energy per pulse

For pulse repetition rates up to 1 MHz, the sample was irradiated using three
pulse energies: 94.5 nJ, 234 nJ, 457 nJ. Below the smallest pulse energy, the
material is not affected by the laser (at the mentioned repetition rates), whereas
at the highest pulse energy it is not possible to irradiate sapphire without
the formation of cracks so large that cause the breaking of the specimen. For
pulse repetition rates of f =5 MHz, 10 MHz and 15 MHz lower pulse energies
were applied because of the power limitations of the laser source. At these
pulse repetition rates experiments were performed at Ep=18.9 nJ, 46.8 nJ and
91.4 nJ.

Figure 5.10 shows the effect of the pulse energy on the cross-sections of
irradiated lines and etched channels. The shape of the amorphized region
deviates from the shape of the focal spot and the cross-sections show multiple
foci, with increasing pulse energy. The latter can be associated with Kerr-
induced self-focusing. Self-focusing induced by the electro-optic Kerr effect is
a change of the refractive index caused by an applied strong electrical field, in
this case the laser radiation. This change in the refractive index causes the focal
spot to elongate. If the focusing due to the Kerr effect is counterbalanced by a
defocusing effect due to the presence of plasma in the focal spot [39], which
lowers the refractive index, this may result in spatial focusing/defocusing
(multifoci) along the propagation axis of the laser beam.
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Figure 5.10: SEM micrographs of cross-sections after irradiation of lines and after
etching of channels obtained using a pulse repetition rate of f=1 MHz
at different energies per pulse: (a) Ep=457 nJ, (b) 234 nJ, (c) 94,5 nJ. The
laser radiated from top to bottom of the picture. Linear velocity of the
stage was v = 1 mm/s, geometrical pulse to pulse overlap (calculated)
OL = 99.90 %.
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The power threshold Pcrit above which Kerr effect is triggered can be ex-
pressed as [40]:

Pcrit =
λ2

0
2πn0n2

(5.1)

where λ0 denotes the laser wavelength, n0 the linear refractive index (n0=1.755
at 1030 nm [41]) of the material and n2 the nonlinear refractive index
n2 = 3 · 10−16 cm2/W [42]). Hence, Pcrit = 3.02·106 W, which has the same or-
der of magnitude of the applied peak powers in this work, especially at Ep=234
nJ and 457 nJ. This confirms the possible occurrence of self-focusing/multifoci
at these levels of pulse energy.

5.4.4 Overlapping of the modified lines

For each repetition rate and pulse energy, single lines were overlapped laterally
for producing stacks. The number of stacked lines per structure produced is
2n, with n = 1 to 8 (see Table 5.1). However, at high pulse energies, it is often
not possible to go above 8-16 lines because of severe cracking that hampers
proper irradiation.

Figure 5.11: Polarized optical microscopy image (top view) of channels and stacks of
channels obtained after irradiation and etching in HF at room tempera-
ture for about 2 hours. The number of stacked channels increases from 1
(extreme left) to 128 (extreme right). The structures were made using a
pulse repetition rate of 0.200 MHz and a pulse energy of 94,5 nJ. Linear
velocity of the stage was v = 1 mm/s, geometrical pulse to pulse overlap
(calculated) OL = 99.50 %.

A pitch of 50 nm (corresponding to an overlap of 90% ) as the lateral shift
between the adjacent lines is used. At low pulse energies, it is possible to
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create stacks of up to 256 lines, although other factors are influencing the
formation of fully empty (with no residual crystalline material left) stacks of
microchannels.

Accumulated stress inside transparent materials is known to cause birefrin-
gence [43; 44]. Stress induced by laser processing can facilitate the etching of
the material itself [45]. In this case, though, the difference in refractive indices
between unchanged crystalline, stress-affected and amorphous material will
most likely cause a deflection of the incident laser beam. In Figure 5.11, it is
shown the increasing stress accumulation (and consequent birefringence) in a
polarized light microscopy picture of a series of stacks of lines increasing in
number from 1 to 128.

Cracks additionally interfere with the formation of amorphous material.
Cracked material, in fact, is composed of normal crystalline sapphire, voids
and stressed crystalline sapphire and has therefore also a mix of refractive
indices which are affecting the regular focusing of the laser beam, sometimes
even shielding the crystalline material, which is directly below the crack, thus
preventing its amorphization.

Figure 5.12 shows an example of this: a crack occurring at about the center
of the stacks of microlines was “shielding” the material underneath: the lines
irradiated after/next to the line during which the crack was generated exhibit
a smaller cross-section which, in turn, causes an “interruption” in the structure
itself.

Figure 5.12 (c) shows an optical microscopy picture of the same channel
(top view, after etching) showing that the crack, which propagated longitudi-
nally, maintained the shielding effect for almost the entire remainder of the
irradiated stack.

Given the step resolution of 50 nm of the setup and because the minimal
cross-sectional dimension of single lines composing the stack is in the order of
few hundred nanometers, it should be possible to obtain stacks of microchan-
nels with a single and uninterrupted cross-section. However, amorphized
sapphire of a previously irradiated line has a lower refractive index compared
to the crystalline sapphire [46]. This index difference has a deflecting effect
on the incoming beam that irradiates the following line. The result is that
subsequent lines are often irradiated at a slightly tilted angle, which yields a
separation between adjacent lines (Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.12: SEM micrographs of cross-sections after irradiation of a stack of 256 lines
(a) and the structure left after etching (b) obtained using a repetition
rate of 0.100 MHz at 94,5 nJ. A crack towards the center of the stack of
lines is having a “shielding effect” on the material below resulting in
locally no formation of amorphous sapphire. (c) is an optical microscopy
picture in top view of the same etched channel. The laser radiated from
top to bottom of the pictures (a) and (b). For each line/channel the linear
velocity of the stage was v = 1 mm/s, geometrical pulse to pulse overlap
(calculated) OL = 99.0 %.
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Figure 5.13: SEM micrograph of a cross-section before etching of a stack of 2 irradi-
ated lines (non-etched) obtained using a pulse energy of 94,5 nJ and a
repetition rate of 0.200 MHz. The mismatch in refractive indexes between
crystalline and amorphous sapphire is causing a separation between
line 1 (the first to be irradiated) and line 2. The laser radiates from top
to bottom of the picture. Linear velocity of the stage was v = 1 mm/s,
geometrical pulse to pulse overlap (calculated) OL = 99.50 %.

Finally, in Figure 5.14 an overview is presented of a series of stacks of
microchannels produced with a repetition rate of 0.500 MHz and a pulse
energy Ep=94.5 nJ, starting from a single channel (Figure 5.14 (a)) up to
256 overlapping channels (Figure 5.14 (h)). The shielding effect caused by
the cracks is prominent in Figure 5.14 (g) and (h), while the separation of
the channels caused by mismatch of the refractive indices is visible starting
from (d) and in varying degrees for every other case. Overall, the results for
experiments with more than 64 lines show the presence of large cracks.

5.5 C O N C L U S I O N S

A study has been performed on the fabrication of microchannels and stacks of
microchannels inside the bulk of sapphire. A detailed step-by step approach
regarding the formation of such channels with an analysis of the main factors
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playing a role on the final morphology was, to the best of our knowledge,
missing.

Figure 5.14: SEM micrographs of cross-sections after irradiation of stacks of lines and
the structures left after etching obtained at a repetition rate of 0.500 MHz
and a pulse energy of 94,5 nJ. The number of single structures overlapped
is in order: (a) 1, (b) 2, (c) 4, (d) 8, (e) 16, (f) 32, (g) 64, (h) 128. The laser
radiated from top to bottom of the pictures. Linear velocity of the stage
was v = 1 mm/s, geometrical pulse to pulse overlap (calculated) OL =
99.80 %.
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The study included the effects of polarization of the light, repetition rate,
pulse energy and number of stacked lines on the morphology and appearance
of the structures after irradiation and wet chemical etching. The main results
found are the following:

• The first part of the investigation regarded the direction of the irradi-
ation: parallel or perpendicular to the polarization of the light. It was
found that, if the sample is irradiated along the direction perpendicu-
lar to the polarization of the light, the irradiated lines do not show a
smooth single amorphized cross-section, but rather a series of vertical
amorphized parallel nanolines propagating along the whole length of
the channel. Such structures were not in line with the objective of the
study; therefore, next experiments were restricted to irradiation parallel
to the light polarization.

• With this arrangement, the next phase comprised studying the effect of
repetition rate on the obtained structures. It was found that the ideal
window of laser irradiation is between 0.100 MHz and 1 MHz. Below
this range the structures do not show a single and constant cross-section,
but fragmented. Upon using a repetition rate higher than this range,
the modified lines also show irregular cross-sections. In fact, they are
disrupted and often contain a circular shape on top of the focal region
which is shielding the lower/deeper located material and preventing it
to be modified.

• The effect of pulse energy was investigated, and it was found that, if a
pulse energy of more than 234 nJ for pulse repetition rates of (f =0.001
to 1 MHz) is used, the focus is split in multiple foci. The splitting is
most probably caused by the Kerr-effect and, as a consequence, the
cross-sections of the channels after etching are not as targeted.

• Finally, stacks of microlines were studied by varying the number of
single lines composing them. In general, the presence of cracks prevent
the formation of hollow stacks of microchannels and limits its size to
64 laterally overlapping channels. Moreover a possible non-sufficient
overlapping (technically limited by the setup) often causes separation of
adjacent channels.

This work demonstrates the possibility of controlling the cross-sectional
shape of channels obtained in sapphire using a double-step processing tech-
nique based on femtosecond pulsed laser irradiation and selective etching
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in hydrofluoric acid. It is believed that structures with a hollow, continuous
and constant (along the length of the structure) cross-section can be used for
microfluidic applications.
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E T C H I N G O F F E M T O S E C O N D I N F R A R E D L A S E R
A F F E C T E D V O L U M E S

A B S T R A C T In this paper a processing technique for sapphire
is presented which combines laser-induced amorphization and
subsequent selective wet etching of amorphized sapphire and
anisotropic wet etching of crystalline sapphire (α-Al2O3). Using
this technique, microstructures can be realized on and in sapphire
substrates. By focusing ultra-short laser pulses inside the bulk
of synthetic sapphire, its structure can be transformed from crys-
talline into amorphous. The modified material can be selectively re-
moved using etchants solely dissolving the amorphized part, such
as hydrofluoric acid (HF). In this work, however, a novel etchant
consisting of a mix of sulphuric acid H2SO4 and phosphoric acid
H3PO4 at 180◦C is utilized. Using this mixture, (fast) dissolution of
amorphized sapphire occurs as well as (slow) anisotropic etching
of the crystalline sapphire. The latter allows the realization of struc-
tures on and in sapphire impossible to achieve upon using conven-
tional etchants which solely dissolve the amorphized sapphire. In
this study, laser irradiation is used as seed/starting point for the
subsequent anisotropic etching. This processing sequence forms
microstructures showing particular geometrical shapes (trapezo-
hedral and tetrahedral) on the surface or in the bulk of sapphire.
Such structures may be employed, for example, for microfluidic
applications or functionalized surfaces.

The present chapter is identical to a paper titled "Fabrication of microstructures in and on

sapphire by anisotropic selective wet etching of femtosecond infrared laser affected volumes"

by L. Capuano, R.M. Tiggelaar, M. Feinaeugle, J.W. Berenschot, N. R. Tas, J.G.E. Gardeniers and

G.R.B.E. Römer, which is being prepared for submission to a scientific journal. This chapter

addresses research objective 3, as defined in section 1.3.
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6.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

Crystalline sapphire is a material used in many branches of science and tech-
nology. It is transparent for wavelengths in a range spanning from UV to
near-infrared (visible spectrum), it has a hardness of 9 on the Mohs scale, it is
a good electrical and thermal insulator, it has a high melting temperature of
2030 ◦C and is highly chemically inert [1]. These properties make the material
a prime choice for many applications. For example, its chemical and physical
properties are exploited in the field of silicon-on-sapphire devices and gallium
nitride LEDs [2–5]. For its transparency and hardness, sapphire is used for
smartphones and watches [6; 7] and in the fields of photonics [8; 9]. Moreover,
several studies have demonstrated the possibility of producing channels and
reservoirs inside sapphire to be used for possible hosting of chemicals and
chemical reactions for microfluidic applications. [10–14].

Crystalline sapphire can be processed using several techniques. Typical one-
step processing methods are: mechanical sawing/dicing [7; 15], dry etching
[16–19], wet etching [20–22] and laser surface treatment [23–25]. Although
all of the cited methods have been demonstrated to be effective, all methods
have in common that material can only be removed starting from the surface
towards the bulk. This is limiting the type of shapes/patterns achievable in
and on sapphire.

Some processing methods can also be combined, yielding so-called two-
step methods. In this paper, we present and discuss a two-step processing
technique to make microstructures in/on sapphire substrates, which consists
of femtosecond infrared laser irradiation of sapphire to locally amorphize the
material, followed by removal of the amorphized sapphire in combination
with anisotropic etching of crystalline sapphire by a mixture of sulphuric acid
and phosphoric acid at 180 ◦C.

When ultra-short laser pulses (in the range of femtoseconds to picoseconds)
are focused inside the bulk of sapphire, the absorbed laser energy [26] induces
a "microexplosion" which creates an amorphous (or partially amorphous) [27]
voxel inside the crystalline sapphire. The amorphous material can be etched
selectively using specific etchants. The most used etchant for this purpose is
hydrofluoric acid (HF) [10–13; 27–29] due to its high selectivity with respect
to the amorphized sapphire. That is, this acid has been proven to have an etch
rate for the amorphous Al2O3 which is 105 [12] times higher than the etch rate
for the crystalline Al2O3. However, despite the high selectivity, critical issues
arise with the use of hydrofluoric acid. The laser amorphization of sapphire,
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is often not carried out completely and, after laser irradiation, the modified
material can exhibit discontinuities or irregular shapes [10].

Moreover, the high affinity of hydrofluoric acid for the amorphous phase
implies that, after the etching, the empty structure, that remains, shows the
same shape (contour/perimeter) of the amorphized material present before the
etching. This obviously entails that, it is not possible to modify the morphology
of the structures during the etching phase.

In this work, after laser irradiation, sapphire is etched in a mixture of sul-
phuric acid and phosphoric acid. This etchant, not only dissolves rapidly the
amorphized sapphire, but also etches the crystalline sapphire anisotropically.
The laser-induced modifications are used as a "seed" to produce unique shapes
inside the bulk and/or on the surface of sapphire. To the best of our knowl-
edge, laser-induced modifications were never used as guide for the anisotropic
etching of sapphire.

The mixture of H2SO4 and H3PO4 shows a lower selectivity compared to
conventional etchants for laser-modified sapphire (e.g. HF), but it also etches
crystalline sapphire anisotropically. As a consequence, in contrast to what
occurs when employing HF, the crystalline material is shaped during wet
etching. In this work, we exploit the latter effect to change the initial shape of
the laser irradiated structures. In fact, the laser modified material is used as a
(selective) starting point to make microstructures terminated by the slowest
etching planes of crystalline sapphire. The study presents structures created in
the bulk and on the surface of the substrate analysing the effects of changing
experimental parameters on the two-step processing method.

6.2 C R Y S TA L L O G R A P H I C S T R U C T U R E A N D A N I S O T R O P I C E T C H I N G

O F S A P P H I R E

Crystalline sapphire is an anisotropic material with several crystal planes. The
crystal planes which are most commonly exploited in industrial applications
are C, M, A, N and R-planes, see Figure 6.1 (a). However, it is important to note
that many other planes exist, besides the cited main crystallographic planes [1].
Anisotropic etching is a subtractive manufacturing process in which etchants
chemically react with crystalline materials, with a faster etch rate along spe-
cific crystal planes rather than other planes. This allows the fabrication of
features with geometric characteristics such as sharp corners or flat surfaces.
Anisotropic etching is typically used for highlighting of possible defects of a
single crystal material, or to understand the crystallographic structure and
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Figure 6.1: (a) 3D model (left) and top view (right) of the crystallographic diagram of
sapphire showing the main crystal planes. (b) Schematic representation of
convex anisotropic etching of rims of a surface indentation on the surface.
(c) Schematic representation of concave anisotropic etching of a surface
indentation.

symmetry. When in contact with the acid, in fact, crystalline materials undergo
a phenomenon called decrystallization in which the crystalline structure is
broken down. This phenomenon typically starts from the discontinuities of
the exposed surfaces [30]. The anisotropic etchant used in this study, a mixture
of sulphuric and phosphoric acid, was selected based on its known capac-
ity of (anisotropically) etching sapphire [31]. Aota et al. [32] explained the
main etching mechanisms of anisotropic etching of sapphire when using this
mixture. These authors analysed the etching of sapphire independently in
each of the acids composing the solution and observed that the sulphuric acid
has a higher etch rate towards the crystalline sapphire than phosphoric acid.
However, etching of the material in sole sulphuric acid produces a precipitate
(Al2(SO4)3) which sticks to the surface and prevents further etching.
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Table 6.1: Etch rates for crystalline and amorphized sapphire.

Etch rate (nm/min)

C-plane 1.196

R-plane 0.085

Amorphized

sapphire
532.080

Even when the two etchants are used as a mixture, these same impurities
deposit on the surface and behave as a protective mask for further etching.
As a result, the inclination of the obtained exposed faces after the anisotropic
etching depends on the composition of the etchant solution. Moreover, they
showed that etching at high(er) temperatures increases the etching rate.

Two main mechanisms can be defined of anisotropic etching of a surface:
"convex anisotropic etching" and "concave anisotropic etching". During convex
anisotropic etching (Figure 6.1 (b)), the features, which are protruding, are
quickly etched following the fast etching planes of the material. For example,
Shen et al. [33; 34] showed that the fabrication of cone-shaped Patterned
Sapphire Substrate (PSS) (used for high brightness light emitting diodes[2–5])
using convex anisotropic etching on cylindrical pillar structures in a mixture
of sulphuric and phosphoric acid.

In concave anisotropic etching, the etchant directly interacts with the pit
of an indentation, see Figure 6.1, (c). Concave anisotropic etching is obtained
only if the surface of the material is protected (for example by a mask) to avoid
the occurrence of the convex anisotropic etching on the edges [35]. Aota et al.
[32] demonstrated concave anisotropic etching in a mixture of phosphoric and
sulphuric acid by using a SiO2 mask to prevent the etching of the surface.

In this paper, laser treated areas (on the surface and in the bulk) are directly
exposed to anisotropic etching. This implies that in all the structures analysed
both concave and convex etching occur simultaneously.

Finally, the etch rates in the mixture of (H2SO4 + H3PO4) at 180◦C were
found experimentally for C-plane, R-plane directions, in crystalline sapphire,
and for amorphized sapphire. The etch rates, in nm/min, are shown in table
6.1.
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6.3 E X P E R I M E N TA L S E C T I O N

6.3.1 Materials

The sapphire substrates used for this study were circular 2 inch wafers (Crys-
tech, Germany) of 430 µm thickness and oriented along C-axis (0001), i.e.
having the C-plane parallel to the top and bottom surface. The chemical
etchant used is a solution of 96% H2SO4 + 85% H3PO4 (vol%) in volumes
respectively of 2850ml and 950ml (ratio of 3:1). The etchant was heated to a
temperature of 180◦C.

6.3.2 Laser set-up

Figure 6.2: Experimental set-up.

The laser set-up that was used to tightly focus laser pulses on the surface
and inside crystalline sapphire is shown in Fig. 6.2. The laser source used for
this study is a fibre laser (Y-Fi, KMLabs, USA) emitting a linearly polarized
beam at a central wavelength of λ = 1035 nm. It has a full width at half maxi-
mum pulse duration of 230 fs (measured with the autocorrelator pulse-Check
by APE Berlin, Germany). The fluence profile of the beam is spatially nearly
Gaussian with a beam quality of M2 < 1.2.
The repetition rate of the pulses is controlled by an electro-optic modulator
(360-80 by Conoptics, USA) and the pulse energy is set with a beam attenuator
(Ultrafast Version, Altechna, Lithuania).
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The microscope objective employed (Leica Microsystems model 11101666,
Germany) has a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.7. The lens focuses the laser
beam to a diameter of about 0.9 µm (calculated). The same lens is used also for
monitoring the process and to position the focal spot on the surface or inside
the substrate, see Figure 6.2. To that end, a beam splitter is used to redirect
the light which is reflected back from the specimen to a camera (Thorlabs
DCC1545, USA) through a tube lens.
The objective is moved along the Z-axis (focusing axis) using a linear stage
(Aerotech ATS100, USA, resolution 100 nm) allowing the positioning of the
focus spot on top of the surface or inside the bulk of the material. The comput-
erised mechanical stages (X and Y axes) used to move the substrate during
laser processing, are Aerotech ALS 130-150 (USA, resolution 50 nm).

6.3.3 Methods

Figure 6.3: Schematic representing the way in which the various types of laser struc-
tures were produced and analysed in the study: (a) Single craters on the
surface of the sample; (b) Tracks made by geometrically overlapping laser
pulses on the surface of the sample; (c) Single laser-modified lines made of
overlapping laser pulses produced 30 µm below the surface of the sample;
(d) Larger lines produced 30 µm below the surface of the sample made
by overlapping single laser-induced modified lines; (e) Single isolated
modifications 30 µm below the surface of the sample.

Simple structures were produced on the surface and in the bulk of the sam-
ple to study the influence of experimental laser parameters on the process of
laser modification and selective anisotropic etching. To produce such struc-
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tures, the sample is moved with a constant velocity while the substrate is
exposed to laser pulses emitted by the laser source.
The geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap in percent is defined here as (6.1)

OL = (1− v
f · D )× 100, (6.1)

where v is the relative velocity between the laser beam and the substrate, D is
the diameter of the laser spot in the focus and f is laser pulse repetition rate.

By changing the velocity (in the x or y direction as shown in Figure 6.2) and
the pulse repetition rate, either single, separated, modifications (Figure 6.3
(a) and (e)) or lines of overlapping modifications (Figure 6.3 (b), (c), (d)) are
produced.

The focus is positioned either on the surface of the sample (Figure 6.3 (a)
and (b)) or 30 µm below (Figure 6.3 (c),(d),(e)), by moving the microscope
objective (attached to the z-stage, see Figure 6.2).

The latter value of processing depth, the energy per laser pulse and the
pulse repetition rate were selected based on our earlier work [10]. All the
laser-induced modifications are produced close to (about 5 mm) an edge of
the substrate for easy access. Starting from this edge, after the laser irradiation,
the samples are grinded and polished using a Tegramin polishing machine
(Struers, USA) to expose the cross sections of the modified material. The
surface roughness after the last step of polishing is Ra < 5nm. This surface
quality allows an easy characterization of the cross-sections.

After the polishing, the etching is carried out by submerging the substrate
in a stagnant solution of 96% H2SO4 + 85% H3PO4 in volumes respectively
of 2850 ml and 950 ml (ratio of 3:1) heated to the temperature of 180◦C in 3
subsequent rounds: 364 min, 385 minutes (749 in total), 364 minutes (1113
in total). The etching periods reported in the figures indicate the cumulative
etching time at each step.

6.3.4 Analysis tools

The analysis of the specimen after laser irradiation is performed with a high
resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (JEOL7200F, Japan). The same sub-
strates are also analysed at the very same positions before and after each
etching step. Height profiles of the surface were obtained using a S-Neox
(Sensofar Metrology, Spain) confocal microscope and a FlexAFM (Nanosurf
AG, Switzerland) atomic force microscope.
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6.4 R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

The main objective of this research is to study a processing technique based
on selective and anisotropic etching, using a mixture of (H2SO4 + H3PO4) at
180◦C, of leaser treated sapphire. This paper shows results obtained studying
the etching behaviour on both surface and subsurface (bulk) laser-induced
structures.

Figure 6.4: SEM micrographs of a typical cross-section of (a) a single-laser pulse
induced modification after laser irradiation, (b) after 749 minutes etching
in the micture of H2SO4 + H3PO4 at 180◦C. A laser pulse energy of 94.5 nJ
was used and the direction of the laser beam was from top to bottom in
the micrographs. The C-plane is parallel to the horizontal direction of the
images. Anisotropic etching causes (c) “periodic” structures bounded by
R-planes. (d) 3D representation of the trigonal trapezohedron formed by
the R-planes of the sapphire crystal composing the single features of the
periodic patterns [1].

.

6.4.1 Subsurface processing

6.4.1.1 Single-pulse induced bulk modifications

Single laser pulse induced modifications were produced at about 30 µm below
the surface, by exposing the specimen to laser pulses at a repetition rate of
1 kHz while moving the sapphire substrate at a velocity of v=15 mm/s. In
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Figure 6.4 a cross-section of a typical modification induced by a single laser
pulse is shown. The horizontal direction of the SEM micrographs is oriented
parallel to the C-plane. The amorphized Al2O3 in the SEM micrograph of
the cross-section before the etching (Figure 6.4 (a)) appears darker than the
crystalline sapphire surrounding he modification. As can be observed from
Figure 6.4 (b), etching the single modifications causes an "etching-induced
periodic pattern". This type of pattern consists of repeating regular 3D shapes
along the length of the single-pulse induced structure (Figure 6.4 (c)).

Our assumption for the formation of this pattern is that the slow etching
R-planes (see Figure 6.1 (a)), which have an inclination with respect to the
C-plane of 57◦[1](Figure 6.1 (a)), will bound the etched structures. The six
R-planes form all together a trigonal trapezohedron (Figure 6.4 (d)). This is
assumably the shape of the single feature composing the periodic pattern
(the angle of 55◦measured at the base of the modification is very close to the
57◦inclination of the R-planes with respect to the C-planes).

In Figure 6.5 two sets of SEM micrographs are shown: the first set (Figure
6.5 (a) to (d)) shows single-pulse induced modifications made using a pulse
energy of 94.5 nJ; the second set (Figure 6.5 (e) to (h)) is made at a higher pulse
energy of 457 nJ. The region of amorphized sapphire is clearly discernible
especially in Figure 6.5 (e) (unetched). The evolution with etching time of the
visual cross sectional appearance is similar for both the pulse energies shown.
The dimensions of the etching induced structures, as expected, increases with
the higher energy per pulse. Cracks, which are typical for this type of process
[27], are higher in number and bigger in size for the pulse energy of 457 nJ
than for 94.5 nJ. As can be observed from Figure 6.5, the amorphous material is
fully removed after 364 minutes and the etching-induced patterns are visible
throughout the etching process (Figure 6.5 (b) to (d) and Figure 6.5 (f) to
(h)). Also, the crystalline material surrounding the cracks is widened by the
anisotropic etching as can be observed most clearly after 1113 minutes of
etching (Figure 6.5 (d) and (h)). The latter can be explained by the convex
etching of the fast etching planes exposed on the rims of the cracks (see Figure
6.1, (b)).

6.4.1.2 Subsurface microchannels and large structures

Subsurface channels were produced using the method described in section
6.3.3. Figure 6.6 shows the cross section of a channel produced using a pulse en-
ergy of 94.5 nJ, a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz and a stage velocity v=1 mm/s,
at different etching times.
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Figure 6.5: SEM micrographs of cross-sections (a,e) after irradiation and (b-d,f-h) after
etching of single-laser pulse induced modifications obtained positioning
the focal spot of the laser beam 30µm below the surface and using the
pulse energies: 94.5 nJ (top row) and 457 nJ (bottom row). The direction of
the laser beam was from top to bottom.

As can be observed from Figure 6.6, the obtained channels closely resemble
those obtained in our earlier work [10] using stagnant HF (50%) at room tem-
perature as etchant. However, a difference with respect to HF as etchant is
the outline of the contour of the cross-section of the irradiated channel upon
using the anisotropic mixture. That is, the anisotropic etching "smoothens"
the perimeter of the etched channel (Figure 6.6 (d)). In case of HF, the "rough"
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contour was only due to the laser irradiation (and not due to HF-etching of
the crystalline material).

Figure 6.6: SEM micrographs of cross-sections (a) after irradiation and (b-d) after
etching of irradiated lines produced positioning the focal spot of the laser
30µm below the surface of the sample using a pulse energy of 94.5 nJ,
a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz and a stage velocity of 1 mm/s. The
direction of the laser beam was from top to bottom.

Figure 6.7: SEM micrographs of cross-sections (a) after irradiation and (b) after 1113
minutes etching (b) of a large structure produced by overlapping laterally
8 irradiated lines. The structure was produced positioning the focal spot
of the laser 30µm below the surface of the sample, using a pulse energy of
457 nJ, a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz and a stage velocity of 1 mm/s.
The direction of the laser beam was from top to bottom.
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When the mixture of H3PO4/H2SO4 is employed, the contour is "termi-
nated" by planes of crystalline sapphire (since crystalline sapphire etches
slowly in this mixture), so partly a stack of trigonal trapezohedron units
is formed. Similarly to the case of single laser-pulse induced modifications,
cracks are subject to anisotropic etching, which proceeds along the cracks
direction.

Figure 6.7 shows SEM micrographs of the cross-section of a structure pro-
duced, using a pulse energy of 457 nJ, a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz, at
30 µm below the surface of the substrate and by overlapping (side by side) 8
modified lines to form a bigger structure. The cracks surrounding the structure
are affected by the anisotropic etchant.

6.4.2 Surface processing

6.4.2.1 Single laser-pulse induced craters

Single laser-induced "craters" were produced on the surface of a sapphire
substrate with a method similar to the method described in section 6.4.1.1. The
stages were moved at a speed of 15 mm/s while laser pulses were emitted with
a repetition rate of 1 kHz using a laser pulse energy of 94.5 nJ. The focal spot
was positioned on the surface of the sample. Differently to the laser-induced
bulk modifications, the craters on the surface are mainly formed by laser
ablation and vaporization of the material [36] rather than by amorphization.
This implies that the mechanisms driving the etching of these structures
are different. That is, during immersion of the surface-irradiated sapphire
specimen in the wet chemical etchant mixture, mainly anisotropic etching of
the crystalline material occurs. As a consequence, after etching of the craters,
the shape of the remaining structures can be approximated with inverted
tetrahedrons (Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.9 (a) shows a height profile of the surface obtained by confocal
microscopy consisting of tetrahedral structures on the surface of the sample.
The measurement was performed after 1113 minutes of anisotropic etching.
The surface-edge angle of the tetrahedron was found to be equal to 5.3± 0.3◦,
whilst the face of the tetrahedrons shows an angle of 8.5± 0.1 ◦with respect to
the surface of the substrate. The inverted tetrahedron shows symmetry (i.e.
identical values of the inclination angles) on the 3 edges and faces.

Due to the reduced size and shape of the intermediate structures, the mea-
surement in the centre of the tetrahedral shapes required the use of atomic
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Figure 6.8: SEM micrographs (60◦ tilted view) of a pattern of single-pulse induced
modifications, after 749 minutes etching, produced on the surface of the
sample using a pulse energy of 94.5 nJ, a pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz
and a stage velocity of 15 mm/s.

force microscopy (AFM). Figure 6.9 (b) shows a height profile obtained with
AFM of a cross-like structure appearing after 1113 minutes of etching.

One explanation for the tetrahedral shape of the structures could be (as for
the single pulse induced modifications inside the bulk) that the slow etching
R-planes (Figure 6.1 (a)) are exposed by the anisotropic etching. In this case,
since the structure is formed on the surface, the shape would be given by
the lower half of the trigonal trapezohedron which is, indeed, a tetrahedron.
However, the considerable difference between the angles observed for sub-
surface single pulse induced modifications (55◦, see figure 6.4 (b)) and the
inclination measured for single craters on the surface (about 5◦to 8◦, see figure
6.9 (a)) suggests that different mechanisms determine the final shape of the
single crater structures. Our assumption is that convex etching of the rim of
the modification acts along faster etching planes than the concave etching of
the pit of the modifications inside the bulk, which have lower inclination.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Top: confocal microscopy image of an array of single laser-pulse in-
duced craters after 1113 minutes etching. Bottom: profile of an etched
crater along the edge and the face of the regular tetrahedral structure. (b)
Height profile of the central area of a tetrahedral shape obtained by atomic
force microscopy.

Figure 6.10: SEM micrographs (top view) of a single-laser pulse induced craters on
surface (a) after irradiation and (b-d) after etching obtained moving the
substrate with a velocity of 15 mm/s, a pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz and
a pulse energy of 94.5 nJ. The top row shows details of the intermediate
structures forming at each etching step in the centre of the craters.

In Figure 6.10 the evolution over time of the shapes can be analysed after
various etching periods.
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Figure 6.10 (a) shows a top view of a typical laser ablated crater. The shape
of the crater roughly equals the shape of the Gaussian fluence profile of the
laser spot. Before assuming the final tetrahedral shape, after the first etching
period (364 minutes, Figure 6.10 (b)), the structure shows more faces than
the three of a typical tetrahedron. Superimposed on this shape, a hexagonal
shape forms in the centre of the structure. The latter is caused by the fact
that the plane perpendicular to the C-plane, which is directed towards the
inside of the specimen (i.e. in vertical fashion with respect to the images in
Figure 6.10 (b-d)), etches faster than the other planes in the anisotropic etchant.
This results in a "hole" in the sample and its edges have an hexagonal shape
because of the lower etching speed for those planes parallel to the faces of the
hexagon. In this case, the hexagonal shape and the faces perpendicular to the
C-plane, suggest that A-planes (Figure 6.1 (a)) determine the shape of the hole.

After 749 minutes of etching (Figure 6.10 (c)), the additional planes disap-
pear and a triangular (top view) shape rotated about 90 ◦forms in the centre.
After 1113 minutes (Figure 6.10 (d)) a cross-like shaped structure evolves in
the centre. An AFM measurement of this shape is shown in Figure 6.9, (b).

6.4.2.2 Irradiated tracks

An approach similar to the one used to create single craters on the surface
of the specimen, was used to produce surface tracks. That is, while the focal
spot was positioned on the surface of the sample, the substrate was moved at
a v = 1 mm/s exposing the surface to laser pulses using a repetition rate of
1 MHz with an energy per pulse of 94.5 nJ. This implies a geometrical overlap
of adjacent pulses of 99.99 %. This high overlap ensures the uniformity of
ablated tracks along their lengths.

Figure 6.11 shows the evolution of a single irradiated track evolving through
all the etching periods. The structure formed after the etching shows a "plateau"
in the centre (Figure 6.11 (b, c, d)), which has an inclination of only 1.8◦ with
respect to the surface of the specimen. The width of the plateau increases
throughout the whole etching process from about 1 µm for 364 minutes up to
about 3 µm for an etching of 1113 total minutes.

The edges of the etched structures, characterized with confocal microscopy
after 1113 minutes of etching, show angles of 11± 0.2◦ and 8.5± 0.1◦. This
latter degree of tilting is identical to the inclination of the faces of the etched
single modifications shown in section 6.4.2.1.
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Figure 6.11: SEM micrographs (top view) of (a) a track on surface after irradiation and
(b-d) after etching, obtained using moving the sample with a velocity of
1mm/s, a pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz and a pulse energy of 94.5 nJ.
At the bottom (e) a tilted view (60◦) of the cross section of the track with
a confocal measurement is shown.

6.5 C O N C L U S I O N S

A study has been performed on a new fabrication technique which combines
laser modification of sapphire with selective wet etching of locally amorphized
sapphire and anisotropic wet etching of crystalline sapphire (α-Al2O3). A series
of different structures has been produced on the surface and in the bulk of
sapphire to demonstrate the potential of the technique. The structures were
analysed, before etching as well as after several etching periods.
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The first part of the investigation regarded subsurface single-pulse induced
structures. After the complete etching of the amorphized part, the anisotropic
etching of the crystalline sapphire of the modifications revealed empty struc-
tures showing an etching-induced periodic pattern. The edges of the pattern
are defined by the R-planes of the sapphire crystal, resulting in an arrangement
with repeating trigonal trapezohedrons. Subsequently, subsurface modified
lines were studied.

Single lines and large structures (made by side overlapping of single lines)
were produced below the surface with high pulse-to-pulse overlap. The re-
sulting structures after etching in the anisotropic etchant show, in general,
elliptical cross-sections as the ones obtained from our previous work using
non-anisotropic etchant. However, the contour of the hollow structures shows
less roughness. We assume that this is caused by the etching of the struc-
tures slowing down on the slow etching planes. Differently to non-anisotropic
etching, the cracks, surrounding the modifications are etched and their mor-
phology is modified. Next, to investigate the method for surface structures,
single-laser pulse induced structures (craters) were produced on the surface
of the sample. Anisotropic etching of such structures produces reversed tetra-
hedral shapes. The reason for such shape is the convex etching of the rim
of the single craters along fast etching planes of the sapphire crystal. Finally,
several intermediate superimposed structures have been observed forming in
the centre as a function of etching time. Irradiated lines, written on the sample
surface with a similar approach, show an inclination of the side faces of the
rims which is identical to the inclination of the surface of the single tetrahedral
structures. However, the etched lines also present a near-flat bottom with a
plateau which becomes wider with increasing etching time. The subsurface
void structures obtained using this technique could be employed for guid-
ing fluids and hosting chemical reactions in possible microfluidic devices.
Moreover, the results suggest that a much longer etching time could finally
lead to the formation of structures which have extremely smooth walls. The
structures on the surface could be employed for surface funcionalization in
those applications that need particular microstructures oriented along specific
directions, i.e. tribological applications.
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7
C O N C L U S I O N S A N D R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

In this chapter, conclusions and results of earlier chapters are summarized and re-
viewed with respect to the research objectives defined in section 1.3. In addition,
recommendations and suggestions for future research on the topic are presented.

7.1 C O N C L U S I O N S

As introduced in chapter 1 and 2, ultra-short pulsed laser micro- and/nanopro-
cessing and subsequent chemical etching of (synthetic) sapphire (α-Al2O3) is a
technique which allows to create unique surface and bulk structures, which
can not be achieved by other processing techniques. Employing a tightly
focused laser beam, with a beam diameter in the order of 1 µm, combined
with ultra-short laser pulses in the femto- to picosecond regime laser inten-
sity levels can be reached up to 1018 W/cm2. This high intensity allows to
ablate the surface or modify the bulk of sapphire below the surface, at mi-
crometer to nanometer precision. By overlapping single laser pulse-induced
modifications, it is possible to produce virtually any 3D shape in the bulk
or on the surface of sapphire. Combining ultra-short pulsed laser irradiation
with subsequent chemical selective etching of the amorphized sapphire, using
typically hydrofluoric acid (HF), allows flexible 3D surface and bulk machin-
ing of sapphire. This sapphire machining technique can be exploited for the
microfabrication of a wide range of applications, such as microfluidic devices,
texturized surfaces and microparts.

Chapter 2 presented and discussed this technique in more detail and showed
that several types of structures can be created in sapphire such as channels,
vertical cuts and cylindrical and cubic 3D structures. Although the technique
has been studied before and various 3D structures in sapphire have been
demonstrated, the method is still not exploited in industry due to several
unresolved scientific and practical issues. These challenges include, but are
not limited to: the formation of undesired laser-induced cracks surrounding
the laser-induced amorphous region, the irregular and inhomogeneous distri-
bution of amorphous material in the laser focal interaction zone and, last but
not least, the etching of the channels which can be hard to control. To address
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these problems, first the phenomena and parameters governing laser-material
interaction of subsurface processing of sapphire, and secondly the effect of
etchants on both crystalline and amorphized sapphire need to be understood.
Hence, three research objectives were formulated in section 1.3.

The first research objective of this thesis aimed at the implementation of
a (numerical) model describing both laser energy absorption and thermal
phenomena in bulk sapphire. The model, described in chapter 3, is based
on a set of governing equations describing the free electron density, the free
electron temperature, the lattice temperature and beam propagation of a
collimated laser beam. Absorption phenomena included in the model are: free
electron absorption, multiphoton absorption, tunneling ionization, avalanche
ionization. The transfer of energy from the electrons to the lattice of sapphire
was modelled using the well-known two temperature model (TTM).

The model was implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics and it allowed to
simulate the laser-material interaction during picosecond pulse durations.
It was found that the crucial physical phenomenon for obtaining material
modification is the avalanche ionization. When an electron density in the
order of of 1028 cm−3 is generated, avalanche ionization is triggered and the
electron temperature steeply increases. Once the electrons transfer their kinetic
energy to the lattice, the temperature of the latter finally increases. Moreover,
a "shielding" effect was identified. That is, locations at which the laser energy
is absorbed are also the locations at which free electrons are generated. In turn
these free electrons absorb more laser energy, which "shield" lower regions
of the material from the laser beam. This is in line with the experiments, in
which the effects of a higher intensity in the top part of the modifications were
observed.

In order to establish optimized laser parameters to obtain uniform amor-
phous structures in sapphire, experimental analysis was performed. Therefore,
the second research objective aimed at the understanding of the influence of
laser processing parameters on the morphology of the laser-induced amor-
phized volume and cracking inside bulk sapphire. In particular, the influence
of the:

1. pulse duration,

2. laser pulse energy,

3. laser pulse repetition rate,
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4. spherical aberration, induced by the combined effect of the focusing
objective to focus the laser beam,

5. the depth of the focal spot below the surface of the sapphire substrate,
and last, but not least,

6. the geometrical overlap (pulse-to-pulse and line-to-line)

were studied. Chapter 4 studied the morphology of amorphizations induced
by a picosecond pulsed infrared laser source, at various laser pulse energies
(ranging from 4 µJ to 18 µJ) and the depth of processing (focal position ranging
from 0 µm to 400 µm below to surface of the substrate). It was found that,
using the highest laser energies per pulse and at shallow focal depth below
the surface (both contributing to high levels of intensity) severe cracking
occurs. Moreover, the presence of a void inside the amorphized region was
observed at higher laser intensities. The morphology of the modifications
obtained in chapter 4 were in line with results when using femtosecond
laser pulses. A qualitative study on the cracking phenomena was performed,
showing that, for low levels of laser intensity, cracks do originate from the laser-
induced modification, but these cracks are limited in length and resembled
the cracks found in literature for femtosecond single pulse modifications. In
addition, the shapes of the amorphized regions were related to calculated
optical laser intensity profiles, which were obtained using the illumination
point spread function (PSF). The optical model allowed to predict the shape
of the single modifications in sapphire as function of the pulse energy and
of the focus location (depth) below the surface of the substrate. Comparing
the shapes obtained with the model to the shapes found in experiments,
it was found that the laser intensity modification threshold above which
sapphire amorphizes equals 2.5 · 1014 ± 0.4 · 1014 W/cm2. To further address
the second research objective, more experimental parameters and conditions
were studied in chapter 5. That is, a study was performed on the fabrication
of microchannels and stacks of microchannels inside the bulk of sapphire
using infrared femtosecond laser irradiation and selective etching. The study
included the effects of polarization of the light, pulse repetition rate, pulse
energy and number of stacked lines on the morphology and appearance of
the structures after irradiation and wet chemical etching. First the direction of
laser processing—i.e. parallel or perpendicular to the polarization of the light—
was studied. It was found that, if the sample is irradiated along the direction
perpendicular to the polarization of the light, the irradiated lines do not show
a single-block/homogeneously amorphized cross-section, but rather a series
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of vertical amorphized parallel “nano-lines” propagating along the whole
length of the channel. Homogeneous cross-sections could only be obtained at
specific pulse repetition rates and pulse energies by irradiating the substrate
in a direction parallel to the polarization. Next, moving the substrate with a
fixed velocity, the effect of the pulse repetition rate on the obtained structures
was studied, studying, in this way, also the geometrical pulse-to-pulse overlap.
It was found that the most homogeneous and uniform cross-sections (of
amorphized sapphire) were obtained at pulse repetition rates between 100 kHz
and 1 MHz. Below this range the amorphized structures do not show a single,
constant, cross-section, but do show a fragmented “sponge-like" cross-section
consisting of both amorphized and crystalline sapphire. When employing a
pulse repetition rate above this range, the modified lines also show irregular
cross-sections. In fact, they are interrupted (non-contiguous) and often contain
a circular shape of modified material on top of the focal region which is
shielding the lower/deeper located material and therefore not amorphized.
This circular shape could be caused by the "shielding effect" observed in the
simulation results of chapter 3. The effect of pulse energy on the morphology
of the structures after irradiation and selective wet chemical etching was also
analysed in chapter 5. It was found that, if a pulse energy over 234 nJ for pulse
repetition rates of 1 kHz to 1 MHz is used, the focus of the laser beam is “split”
into multiple foci. The latter is most probably caused by the Kerr effect. Finally,
the processing of stacks of micro-lines was studied, using the same technique,
by varying the number of single lines composing the stacks. In general, the
presence of cracks prevented the formation of large hollow structures and/or
limited its size.

Etching of (amorphized) sapphire, leading to the final (void) structure in
the bulk, is a critical step of the hybrid method. Studying the effect of etching
parameters, including the etchant, is necessary to predict the final etched
morphology. As mentioned at the start of this section, hydrofluoric acid is
the most frequently employed chemical to etch amorphous sapphire. The use
of a mixture of sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid (H2SO4 + H3PO4) at 180
◦C to etch the structures obtained with this technique, results not only in the
fast etching of the amorphized sapphire, but also in anisotropic etching of
crystalline sapphire. Anisotropic etching is a type of etching which removes
material faster along some crystal planes than along other planes. To analyse
the impact of both the mentioned etchants on the process, the third research
objective aimed at establishing experimentally the influence of hydrofluoric
acid, as well as the mixture of sulphuric and phosphoric acid on the mor-
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phology of the laser-induced etched structures in sapphire. In chapter 4 and
5 hydrofluoric acid was employed to etch the amorphized material. In both
chapters it was found that the dimensions of the modifications, delimited
by the border between crystalline and amorphous material, before and after
etching were unchanged. That is, the etching process completely removes
the amorphous material and does not noticeably etch the crystalline material,
leaving an “empty structure” in the bulk. In addition, the etching does not
have any observable effect on the cracks surrounding the modification. With
respect to the anisotropic etchant, chapter 6 discussed and analysed laser
amorphization of sapphire with selective wet etching of amorphized sapphire
and anisotropic wet etching of crystalline sapphire. A series of different struc-
tures were produced on the surface and in the bulk of sapphire to demonstrate
the potential of the technique. The structures were analysed before etching
and after several etching periods. The first part of the investigation analysed
subsurface single-pulse induced structures. After the complete etching of the
amorphized part, the anisotropic etching of the crystalline sapphire of the
modifications revealed structures showing well defined geometrical shapes
and an etching-induced periodic pattern: the edges of the pattern are stop-
ping on the R-planes of the sapphire crystal, resulting in an arrangement
with repeating trigonal trapezohedrons. Subsequently, single lines and large
structures (made by side overlapping of single lines) were produced below
the surface with high pulse-to-pulse overlap. The resulting structures after
the etching in the anisotropic etchant show, in general, similar shapes as the
ones obtained from the experiments made using HF (shown in chapters 4
and 5). However, the contour of the hollow structures shows less roughness.
This is caused by the etching of the structures "stopping" on the slow etching
planes of sapphire. Moreover, contrary to non-anisotropic etching, the cracks,
surrounding the modifications are attacked by the etchant. Next, single-laser
pulse induced structures (craters) were produced on the surface of the sample.
Differently to the laser induced bulk modifications, the craters on the surface
are mainly formed by laser ablation and vaporization of the material. This
implies that the mechanisms driving the etching of these structures are differ-
ent from the mechanisms occurring in the bulk. That is, during immersion of
the surface-irradiated sapphire specimen in the wet chemical etchant mixture,
mainly anisotropic etching of crystalline material occurred. After etching of
the craters the resulting structures are inverted tetrahedrons. The reason for
such shape to occur is, presumingly, the convex etching of the rim of the single
craters along fast etching planes of the sapphire crystal which leaves those
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planes exposed. Intermediate superimposed structures have been observed
to form in the centre at each etching step. Finally, irradiated lines made by
highly overlapping single laser pulses were produced on the surface of the
sample. The resulting structures show the same inclination as the surface
single tetrahedrons, but also a plateau in the centre which becomes larger with
the increase of the etching time.

7.2 R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

The research reported in this thesis was focused on the implementation and
optimization of a method of laser microfabrication based on laser irradiation of
sapphire and etching of the irradiated regions in selective (and/or anisotropic)
etchants. That is, the main focus of the research was on the study of the
main (experimental) parameters and physical phenomena influencing the
final morphologies obtained in the bulk and on the surface of sapphire, in
order to optimize the method to make it exploitable in industry. Despite the
results and insights reported in this thesis, still some aspects need to be further
analysed to allow full industrial exploitation of the technique

• Model of laser-material interaction in sapphhire The model described
in chapter 3 assumes a collimated (spatially) Gaussian beam propagating
in the material. Future work on the model should include a realistic
caustic beam propagation of a Gaussian focused beam inside sapphire
to better compare the results of the experiments with the ones from the
simulation. Another important step towards a realistic simulation would
be the inclusion of anisotropic and temperature-dependent properties.
The next phase for the model is certainly the simulation of physical
phenomena and material transformation happening inside sapphire
after the phase of thermalization. This is the stage which determines
the final shape of the modifications and it is not included in the present
model.

• Cracks Cracks are, in different extents, always present around the laser-
induced modifications as aftermath of the laser irradiation, especially
when larger structures are fabricated. Further study is needed to under-
stand the physical origin of these cracks and to establish laser processing
strategies to avoid or eliminate the cracks and especially to prevent the
stress accumulation (causing the cracks) when overlapping irrradiated
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lines to form bigger features. A crack-free process would guarantee high
quality of the obtained structures.

• Anisotropic etching Further research would be important to determine
all the possibilities on the shapes obtainable with selective etching of
amorphized sapphire and contemporary anisotropic etching of crys-
talline sapphire as discussed in chapter 6. This method is still at the very
initial phase of development. The use of substrates with different crystal
orientation, for example, would allow to produce different shapes. Fur-
thermore, new ways should be found for speeding up the (very slow)
etching of the crystalline material.

• Applications Testing and discussion on the performance of microfluidic
applications and functionalized surfaces, produced using the laser ir-
radiation and wet selective (anisotropic) etching, was out of the scope
of the thesis. However, this would be the most logical direction for the
continuation of this thesis work. Microchannels and resorvoirs could be
produced, for example, inside the bulk of sapphire for hosting chemical
reactions. Furthermore, 3D structures could be built at the surface ex-
ploiting the combination of in-bulk and surface processing. Finally, the
unique geometrical shapes achievable on the surface with anisotropic
etching could be exploited in tribology applications.
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